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 Introduction

 An old problem in differential topology is to find the smallest integer kn
 with the property that every compact, Cx n-dimensional manifold Mn immerses

 *The research in this paper was partially supported by N.S.F. grant MCS 79-06085-AO1 and
 by a fellowship from the A. P. Sloan Foundation.
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 238 RALPH L. COHEN

 in Rn+kn. A well known result of H. Whitney [26] states that for n > 1,

 kn< n - 1.
 The first obstructions to finding an immersion of Mn in Rn+k are the

 Stiefel-Whitney characteristic classes of the stable normal bundle of Mn, wi(Mn),

 for i > k. In 1960, W. Massey [20] proved that Wi(Mn) = 0 for i > n -a(n),
 where a(n) is the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of n. That is, if one
 writes

 n = 22' + +22' where i1 < i2 < ... l.

 then a(n) = 1. Massey's result is best possible because a standard computation
 shows that if

 Mn = RP2t1 X ... XRPp21

 then wn - a(n)(Mn) = 0. This in particular implies that kn > n - a(n).
 The classical immersion conjecture is that kn = n - a( n). The object of this

 paper is to give a proof of this conjecture. That is, we shall prove the following:

 THEOREM. If Mn is a compact, C', n-dimensional manifold, n > 1, then
 there exists a differentiable immersion of Mn into R2n - a(n)

 A scheme for proving this theorem has been developed and partially carried
 out by E. H. Brown and F. P. Peterson [4], [6], [8]. This paper can be viewed as a
 completion of their program.

 Brown and Peterson's program began in 1963 [4] when they strengthened
 Massey's algebraic results by computing the ideal of all relations among the
 Stiefel-Whitney classes of stable normal bundles of n-manifolds. That is, if

 P * n: H*(BO; Z2) -* H*(Mn; Z2)

 is the homomorphism induced by the classifying map of the stable normal bundle
 of an n-manifold Mn, let IM = ker VP, and let

 In= nIMn

 where the intersection is taken over all n-manifolds M. In [4], Brown and
 Peterson computed the ideal In explicitly.

 By definition, the stable normal bundle homomorphism

 VP: H*(BO;Z2) -* H*(M*;Z2)

 factors through a homomorphism H*(BO)/In -* H *(M). Combining this with
 Massey's result, we have the following commutative diagram of groups and
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 239

 homomorphisms:

 H *(BO; Z2)/In - H *(M; Z2)

 H*(BO(n -a(n)); Z2) H *(BO; Z2)

 where p* is the natural projection, and p* is the induced factorization through
 H *(BO(n - a(n))).

 The goal of Brown and Peterson's program is to realize this diagram by

 spaces and maps of spaces. That is, the idea is to complete the following two
 steps.

 Step 1. Construct a space BO/In together with a map p: BO/In -* BO
 satisfying the following properties:

 a. H *(BO/In; Z2) = H *(BO; Z2)/In and p induces the natural projection
 in cohomology.

 b. The stable normal map vM: M -* BO of any n-manifold M can be
 factored up to homotopy as a composition PM: M ) BO/In -p BO.

 Step 2. Show that the map p: BO/In -* BO factors through a map
 Pn: BO/In -- BO(n - a(n)).

 In [8], Brown and Peterson carried out step 1 and conjectured that step 2

 could be carried out. The main goal of this paper is to prove their conjecture by

 constructing the requisite map Pn: BO/In -* BO(n - a(n)).
 We remark that this is sufficient for proving the immersion conjecture since

 once carried out, we will have constructed a lifting of the stable normal bundle

 map vM: M -+ BO of any n-manifold M, to BO(n - a(n)); namely,

 Pn 0 PM: M -* BO/In -* BO(n - a(n)).

 By M. Hirsch's immersion theorem [15], this guarantees the existence of an
 immersion of Mn into R2n-a(n).

 The construction of the lifting pn: BO/I.-BO(n - a(n)) will be spread
 over the following five sections. Section 0 is a collection of relatively elementary
 results about fibrations, cofibrations, and spectra. Besides collecting these results

 this section will give us an opportunity to establish certain conventions, both in

 terminology and in notation. In Section 1 we describe a crucial lemma and show

 that it implies the existence of the map pn. In Sections 2 and 3 we prove this
 lemma modulo a technical result concerning pairings of the spaces BO/In. This
 result is proved in Section 4.

 The influence of the work of Brown and Peterson on this paper is obvious

 even to the most casual reader. The author is indebted to them not only for all
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 240 RALPH L. COHEN

 their preliminary work toward the solution of the immersion conjecture, but also

 for the many helpful conversations and constant encouragement they have shown

 during the preparation of this work. The author is particularly grateful to Ed

 Brown for going through preliminary versions of this paper carefully. The author

 is also grateful to G. Brumfiel, S. Gitler, M. Mahowald, R. J. Milgram, P. Selick,

 and V. Snaith for many helpful conversations.

 Throughout the rest of this paper, all (co)homology will be taken with Z/2

 coefficients, and by the term "n-manifold" we shall mean a compact, C',

 n-dimensional manifold.

 Part I

 0. Fibrations, cofibrations, and spectra

 In this section we will discuss relatively straightforward properties of maps

 between homotopy fibration and cofibration sequences of spaces and spectra.
 The results of this section are elementary and well-known. The primary purpose

 of this section is simply to collect some of these results, and to establish some

 terminology and notation that will be used throughout the paper.

 All spaces will be of the homotopy type of based CW complexes. Let

 f: X -* Y be a map of based spaces. By the honotopy fiber of f we mean the
 space F(f) = {(x, a) E X X YI: a(O) =f(x) and a(1) = *}, where Y' denotes

 the space of paths in Y and where * E Y is a distinguished basepoint. If

 i: F(f) -+ X is defined by i(x, a) = x then it is well known that the sequence

 F(f) - X -* Y is homotopic to a fibration sequence.
 Similarly, we define the homotopy cofiber of f to be the mapping cone

 C(f) = Y U fX = YHIX X I/ - where (x, O) - f(x) e Y, (x, 1) *e Y and
 (*,t) * for all t. If j: Y -I Y UfX = C(f) is the inclusion, then the
 sequence X -+ Y M(f) is homotopic to a cofibration sequence.

 f j
 Suppose we are given a square diagram where all maps are basepoint

 preserving.

 hl

 (0. 1) X W

 {fjg
 Y- Z.

 h2

 If this diagram strictly commutes (i.e., g o h1 and h2 o f are equal maps) then by

 the induced map of homotopy fibers hF: F(f f - F(g) we mean the map defined
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 241

 by the formula

 hF(x, a) = (hl(x), h2 ? a) e F(g)

 where (x, a) e F(f). The fact that h2 o a(O) = g(h1(x)) and h2 o a(') - * follows

 from the commutativity of this square. By the induced map of honotopy cofibers

 hc: C(f) C(g) we mean the map

 hc: Y UfX >ZUgW

 defined by

 hc(y) = h2(Y) if y E Y C Y UfX

 and hc(x,t)=(h,(x),t) if(x,t)EXCYUfX.

 The fact that hC is well-defined again follows from the commutativity of the
 diagram.

 Finally we will say that a strictly commutative diagram as above induces a

 map of pairs hp by which we will mean the map of pairs

 h2 U hi x 1: (YUfXX ix x{i}) -+ (z UgWX I,Wx{1})

 where Y U fX X I and Z U gW X I denote the mapping cylinders of f and g

 respectively.

 Now suppose that square (0.1) is not strictly commutative, but only homo-

 topy commutative. Say H: X x I -* Z is a homotopy between the based

 maps gohi and h2of. That is, H(x,O) = goh1(x), H(x,1) = h2of(x) and
 H(*, t) = * for all t. The homotopy H induces a map of homotopy fibers,

 cofibers, and a map of pairs as follows:

 hF(H): F(f) -+ F(g)

 is defined by hF(H)(x, a) = (h1(x), (h2 o a)*Hx) where Hx: I -- Z is the path
 given by Hx(t) = H(x, t) and where (h2 o a)*Hx is the path sum of h2 o a and
 Hx. That is,

 (h o a)*Hx(t) ={Hx(2t), t < 2

 On the cofiber level we have

 hc(H): Y UfX -+ Z UgW

 defined by

 hc(H)(y) = h2(y) E Z C Z UgI, for y E Y
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 242 RALPH L. COHEN

 and

 (H(x,1-2t)eZCZUgW, for(x,t)EXandt<2

 hC~AXH)'t t) = \ (h1(x),2t-1) E WVc Z u gW, for (x, t)E Xand 2 < t?< 1.

 Similarly, we get a map of pairs

 hp(H): (Y U fX x I, X x p1}) -+ (z U gW X I, W x {i})

 defined by

 hp(H)(y) = h2(y) e Z c Z u gW X I

 and

 - H(x,1-2t)E ZCZU gWXI for(x,t) E XxI,t <

 h (h1(x),2t- 1) e W x I for (x,t) e X x I, 2 < t < 1.

 Notice that the homotopy type of the maps hF(H), hc(H) and hp(H)
 depend on the choice of homotopy H. Notice furthermore that in the case when
 diagram (0.1) strictly commutes, the maps hF' hc, and hp described above are
 the maps induced by the constant homotopy H: X x I -* Z given by H(x, t) =
 h2f(x) = g o h1(x).

 The following is an easy and standard exercise which describes the relation
 between the maps hF(H), hc(H) and hp(H).

 PROPOSITION 0.2. The following diagrams commute.

 drlq(y U fX X I, X x{1 Tq(z u gW xI, W x {1})

 '7q-1(F(f)) hi(H) - q1(F (g))

 Hq(Y UfX X IX X {(1) hp(H)q H(Z U W X IW X {i})

 q( ~~hc(H)*

 where the vertical isomorphisms o are the natural ones obtained by comparing
 the appropriate long exact sequences and using the five lemma.

 Now we would like to do similar constructions with spectra. That is we
 would like to take a homotopy commutative diagram of spectra, together with a
 homotopy, and produce an induced map of homotopy cofibers. To do this we
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 243

 need to make precise our notation of spectra, and maps between them. For this
 we follow May [28], [29]. That is, by a spectrum E we will mean a strict

 U-spectrum; { E, en } where en: En -- M2En-i is a homeomorphism. A map
 g: E -+ F between spectra E = {En,en} and F = {Fn,fj} is a sequence of
 maps gn: En -- Fn so that ogn o en = on ? gn-1: En-l i Fn In [28], [29] May
 showed that this category of spectra is equivalent to other standard categories of

 spectra. In particular a classical spectrum X = { X,, E.} where en: EX. X, -
 (or equivalently en: Xn --* n1j) are arbitrary maps, May calls a prespectrum.
 In particular a spectrum is a prespectrum, and there is a standard procedure for
 producing a spectrum out of a prespectrum. Namely if X = { X, e}, is a

 prespectrum we let X = { I n I} be the spectrum defined by Xn = lim ikXn+k
 k

 where the limit is taken with respect to the maps E2ken+k: 12kXn+k

 klX n + k + 1. Also in X n -+ On + 1 is the homeomorphism

 lim kX k-sak lim lX(n+?l)+(k-1) =2n+ 1
 k k

 Because of this correspondence between spectra and prespectra we will not

 distinguish between them in the text of the paper. This sloppiness in notation
 should not, however, cause confusion since the reader can always take any
 "spectrum" referred to in the paper and convert it to a strict Q-spectrum by the
 above procedure.

 The advantage of using May's category of spectra is that dealing with
 connective spectra (which is all we will work with in this paper) is equivalent to
 working with infinite loop spaces (namely the zeroth spaces) and infinite loop
 maps. So if readers prefer, they can translate every statement about spectra made
 in this paper to a statement about their corresponding zeroth spaces. In particular
 we will use the following definition.

 Definition 0.3. A diagram of maps of spectra

 E F

 X Y

 is said to commute strictly if the corresponding diagram of zeroth spaces strictly
 commutes.

 Now in May's category one can construct mapping cylinders, mapping
 cones and the like (these are most conceptually done on the prespectrum level
 and then converted to spectra), and so if given a homotopy commutative diagram
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 244 RALPH L. COHEN

 of spectra

 hi

 {f
 X BY

 h2

 together with a homotopy H: E A I+ -, Y (where I+ denotes the suspension
 spectrum of I together with a disjoint basepoint) we can then define the induced
 map of homotopy mapping cones of spectra

 hc(H): XUfE-, YUgF

 in a manner analogous to what was done with spaces.
 The following result, whose proof is standard obstruction theory, describes

 how certain changes in the choice of homotopies affect the induced maps of
 homotopy cofibers of spectra.

 Consider a strictly commutative diagram of spectra of the following sort

 hi
 (0.4) A V B SC

 A UfB AI+ D
 h2

 where ff: B -* A is a map of spectra and i is the natural inclusion on A and
 includes B as B x {1} C B A I+c A UfB A I+.

 Now let g: 2B -, D be any map of spectra, and let h2(g): A U fB A I+-,
 D be the composite

 h2(g): A UfB A I+ -(A UfB A I+) V 2B-D
 p h2vg

 where the first component of p is the identity, and the second component of p is
 the collapse map

 p: A UfB A I+-, A UfB A I+/A V B = 2B.

 We then have a strictly commutative diagram
 hi

 (0.5) A V B SC

 I S h2(g)
 A UfB AI+- )D.
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 245

 PROPOSITION 0.6. Let hC: Ci) -C Cj) and hc(g): CQi) -C Cj) be the
 maps of homotopy cofibers of spectra induced by the commutativity of diagrams

 (0.4) and (0.5) respectively. Then hc(g) is homotopic to the sum of hc and the
 composite C(i) B -- D --D U C= C(j), where the map r is homotopy
 equivalence given by the natural collapse map

 C(i) = (A UfB A I+) U 2A V B -, A UfB A I+/A V B = 2B.

 An important type of spectrum that we will be dealing with is a Thom

 spectrum T( f) associated to a map f: X -, BO. (This spectrum will sometimes
 be denoted T(X).) If X comes equipped with a filtration X0 * * .* Xkl --
 Xk * ... X and factorizations of the restrictions of f to Xk as maps

 fk: Xk -, BO(jk) for some nondecreasing sequence { jk: k > O}, then one can
 define a Thom (pre)spectrum as Stong does in [30], and then obtain a strict
 U2-spectrum by the above procedure. Given any X of the homotopy type of a CW
 complex, one can take a skeletal filtration of X, but the resulting Thom spectrum
 will depend on the choice of CW decomposition and (homotopy) factorization of
 f (albeit the homotopy type of the Thom spectrum is independent of such
 choices). In [29] L. G. Lewis described a canonical way of defining T(f) given

 simply a map f: X -, BO. As far as we are concerned, the upshot of this study is
 that given a strictly commutative diagram

 hi
 (0.7) A SIB

 Y - X--BO
 h2 f

 we get an induced strictly commutative diagram of Thom spectra

 Th1
 (0.8) TA -TB

 Ti t 1Tj

 TY TX.
 Th2

 Definition (0.9). We say that diagram (0.7) has trivial Thomification if the
 induced map of mapping cones of spectra (coming from 0.8)

 TY UTiTA - TX UTjTB

 is null homotopic.
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 246 RALPH L. COHEN

 The following is standard obstruction theory.

 PROPOSITION 0.10. If diagram (0.8) has trivial Thomification then there

 exists a map of spectra g: TY -+ TB that homotopy lifts Th2 and homotopy
 extends Th1 (i.e., Tg o Ti T_ h 1 and Tj o Tg T h72).

 In the work to follow we will often study the k-dimensional homotopy type

 of a space or spectrum. To do this coherently we now establish some terminol-
 ogy.

 Definition 0.11. 1. A k-dimensional map f: X -> Y (between spaces or
 spectra) is a diagram of the sort

 Xf

 h

 X Y

 where h is a k-connected map. Also f will be referred to as a map "through
 dimension k ".
 2. Two k dimensional maps fl: X -> Y and f2: X Y are homotopic if

 1

 X Y

 and

 X/
 2

 f h2
 f2=g

 X Y

 and there exist a space X" and two k-connected maps g1: X" X1 and g2:
 2X- so that h1 o g h2 o g2 and fit og1 f2'g2.

 Remark. Observe that by using homotopy pullbacks we can compose two
 k-dimensional maps (and get a k-dimensional map) in a canonical way.
 We will also have several occasions to study the 2k-dimensional homotopy

 type of a k-connected space X. Recall that the Freudenthal suspension theorem
 yields that the natural inclusion X Q* u:X (which is the zeroth space of the
 suspension spectrum 200X) is a 2k-dimensional homotopy equivalence. So study-
 ing the 2k-homotopy type of X is equivalent to studying the 2k-homotopy type
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 247

 of 21X and so we will often not distinguish between these two problems in our
 notation.

 A special, and important case of this situation is the study of the k-dimen-
 sional homotopy type of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and spectra. We end this
 section by collecting some rather standard results about this situation.

 Let Kn be a space that has the same k-dimensional homotopy type as an
 Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z2, n), k > n. The following is an easy exercise.

 PROPOSITION 0.12. Let [X, Kn]r denote the homotopy classes of r dimen-

 sional maps X -- Kn. Then for n < r < k there is a bijective correspondence
 [XKn]r *-* Hn(X;Z2).

 Note. The analogous statement holds for spectra as well.

 Now suppose that K is a spectrum of the same k-dimensional homotopy
 type as the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(Z2).

 Let X be a q-connected space (or spectrum) and let X A K denote the
 smash product spectrum.

 PROPOSITION 0.13. a. X A K has the same (q + k)-dimensional homotopy
 type as the wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra V2IwIK(Z2), where w runs over

 a Z2-vector space basis for H*(X; Z2) and IwI denotes the dimension of w.
 b. Suppose Y is also q-connected and let f: X A K -* Y A K

 be any m-dimensional map of spectra (m > k + q) so that in cohomology,
 f*: Hr(Y A K) -* Ht(X A K) (r < m) maps A-module generators to A-module
 generators, where A is the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. Then the homotopy cofiber of
 f has the same q + k - 1 dimensional homotopy type as a wedge of Eilenberg-
 MacLane spectra. (See the remark below.)

 c. Let f: X A K- Y A K be as in part b and suppose further that
 f*: Hr(X A K) - Hr(Y A K) is a monomorphism for each r < m. Then there is
 a (k + q - 1)-dimensional "retraction map" g: Y A K -- X A K so that the
 composite g o f: X A K -b X A K is a (k + q - l)-dimensional homotopy
 equivalence.

 Remark. By the homotopy cofiber of an m-dimensional map f: A -- B
 given by the diagram

 A'

 h

 A B

 we mean the mapping cone B U fAA. By abuse of notation we denote this by
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 248 RALPH L. COHEN

 C f ). Notice we then have a " homotopy cofibration sequence through dimension

 m", Ar B -C Cf). This definition is relevant to part b above.
 This concludes our collection of elementary facts, notation, and terminology.

 We now proceed with the proof of the immersion conjecture.

 1. A reduction to a lemma

 As mentioned in the introduction our main objects of study are the
 Brown-Peterson universal normal bundle spaces, BO/II. We begin by recalling
 their theorem [8].

 THEOREM 1.1. For each n 2 0 there exists a CW complex BO/In of
 cohomological dimension n together with a map p: BO/In -- BO satisfying the
 following properties:

 a. H *(BO/In) = H *(BO)/VI where In is the ideal of relations among the
 Stiefel-Whitney classes of normal bundles of n-manifolds, as described in the
 introduction.

 b. p*: H*(BO) - H*(BO/In) = H*(BO)/In is the natural projection.
 c. If Mn is any n-manifold and VM: M -* BO classifies its stable normal

 bundle, then there exists a map Pm: M BO/Il making the following diagram
 homotopy commute:

 BO/In
 P'M

 M - BO.
 VM

 In [8] Brown and Peterson conjectured the following result, which as
 observed in the introduction implies the truth of the immersion conjecture.

 THEOREM A. There is a homotopy lifting Pn: BO/In -- BO(n - a(n)) of
 p: BO/In -+ BO.

 The object of this section is to state a crucial lemma and show how Theorem A
 follows from it. In order to state this lemma we first adopt some notational
 conventions.

 Fix n and let k = n - a(n). Assume that BO(k) and BO have cellular
 decompositions so that the inclusion i: BO(k) BO is a cofibration. Finally, if
 X is a-space, let XI be the space of paths a: I X.

 Define the pull-back space Pn by the rule

 Pn = {(x, y, a) E BO/In x BO(k) X BOI: a(0) = i(y) and a(l) = p(x)}.
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 249

 Define maps Pn -> BO/II and P. -* BO(k) by projecting onto the first and
 second coordinates, respectively. Observe that

 Pn BO(k)

 BO/In >BO
 p

 is a homotopy pull-back diagram. In particular there is a canonical homotopy
 E: P x I -- BO making this diagram commute. E is given by the formula

 (1.2) E((x, y, a), t) = a(t).

 The following is our main lemma.

 LEMMA B. There exists a space Xn together with a map hn: Xn P
 satisfying the following properties:

 1. If fn and gn are the compositions fn: Xn r P nBO(k) and gn: Xn P

 BO/In, then there is a splitting map of 2-local Thom spectra an: MO/In
 TXn. That is, 1-Tg o on: MO/In X TXn -* MO/In.

 2. The following diagram of 2-local Thom spectra homotopy commutes:

 TX~- P
 nThn

 Tgn j h Thn

 MO/in TX n
 a'n

 Remark. Observe that the composition MO/In -> TXn -T MO(k) is a lifting 'an 'Tf.
 of Tp: MO/In -- MO. The fact that such a lifting exists was proved by Brown
 and Peterson in [8].

 Our goal in this section is to prove that Lemma B implies that this lifting
 "de-Thom-ifies". More specifically, we will show that Lemma B implies the
 following strengthening of Theorem A.

 THEOREM A'. There is a lifting Pn: BO/In -* BO(k) of p: BO/II -n BO
 that makes the following diagram of 2-local Thom spectra homotopy commute:

 TXn - MO(k)
 \9 n Tfn

 TgX / Tp

 MO/In.
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 250 RALPH L. COHEN

 For the rest of this section we will assume the validity of Lemma B.

 Theorem A' will then be proved in four steps. We begin in Section l.a by

 recalling some results of Brown and Peterson [8] and of Snaith [24] that we will

 use extensively not only in our proof that Lemma B == Theorem A, but throughout
 the entire paper. In Section l.b we make some preliminary observations and

 describe some inductive assumptions that will be used to prove Theorem A'. The

 inductive step is completed in Section L.c for the case k is odd modulo a proof of

 a lemma which is done in l.d. This case is technically easier than when k is even

 since when k is even 1r1BO acts nontrivially on the homotopy fiber of the map
 i: BO(k) -* BO. We describe how to handle this technical problem in
 Section i.e.

 L.a. De-Thom-ification obstructions and the stable splitting of BO. As

 mentioned above, in order to prove Theorem A' we will show that the composi-

 tion MO/In TXn T MO(k) of the maps in Lemma B "de-Thom-ifies". In
 order to do this we will need results concerning how the cohomology of a Thom

 spectrum is changed when a cohomology class in the base space is killed. This

 problem has been studied by Mahowald [17], Browder [2], and by Brown and

 Peterson [8]. We now recall Brown and Peterson's results.

 Suppose f: B -* BO is a map which induces an isomorphism in homotopy

 groups through dimension k. Let V be a graded Z2-vector space with Vq = 0 for
 q < k, and let K(V) be the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum of type

 K(Z2) with the property that '7*(K(V)) V. Represent K(V) as an Si-spectrum

 made up of spaces { K(V)q). Let y: B -* K(V)1 represent a sum of cohomology
 classes and let B' be the homotopy fibre of a. Thus we have a two-stage

 Postnikov system.

 Bt *B "*BC

 IY

 K(V)1.

 Let T and T' denote the Thom spectra of the stable bundles classified by f

 and f o i respectively. The cohomology H *(T/T') can, in a range of dimensions,

 be described as follows.

 Let A(BO) be the semi-tensor product of the Steenrod algebra -V with
 H*(BO). That is

 A(BO) = A ? H*(BO)
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 with the algebra structure defined by

 (a ? u)(b ? v) = lab" ?(x(b;')U)V

 where A is the Cartan coproduct A(b) = Eb" ? b,' in A. As in [8] we denote
 a ? u by a o u.

 Consider the homomorphism

 4: (A(BO) ? V)q -- Hq+l(T/T')

 given by o4(a o u ? v) = a(u U 4)(y*(v1)) where v1 e H*(K(V)1) corresponds
 to v E V and 4 is the relative Thom isomorphism. In [8] Brown and Peterson
 proved the following.

 THEOREM 1.3. The map 4: (A(BO) ? V) -- Hq+1(T/T`) is an isomor-
 phismforq <2k.

 The isomorphism A: A(BO) ? V -* H*(T/T") can be realized in a more
 geometric manner as follows. (See ? 6 of [8].)

 Consider the map

 I X >y: B -* B X K(V)1.

 This induces a map of pairs

 c: (B, B') -- (B X K(V)1, B)

 which Brown and Peterson showed induces cohomology isomorphism through
 dimension 2k + 1.

 Now an easy calculation (done in [8]) shows that in these dimensions the
 map f: B -* BO induces a cohomology isomorphism:

 c *: H*(BO X K(V)1, BO) H*(B X K(V)1, B) H*(B, B').

 The induced map of Thom spectra

 T(c): T/T' -T TA K(V)1

 therefore induces an isomorphism

 T(c)*: (-V(BO) x V)q Hq+L(MO A K(V)1) - Hq+L(T A K(V)1)

 Hq +l(T/T')

 for q < 2k. It is also easy to verify that T(c)* = 4 as defined above.
 We also remark that Brown and Peterson's verification of this does not

 depend on K(V)1 being Eilenberg-MacLane. Indeed

 T(c)*: Hq+l(T A K(V)1) -, Hq+l(T/T')

 would be an isomorphism for q < 2k if K(V)1 were replaced by any k-con-
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 nected space Z, and B' were the homotopy fiber of a map y: B -, Z. We leave
 it to the reader to verify this.

 Notice that if D is a stable vector bundle over a space X classified by a map

 g: X -* BO then H*(T?) can be thought of as an A(BO) module via the action

 (a o f/)(4+(a)) = ao(a U g*(f3))

 where aE s', f CE H*BO, ae H*(X), and 4): H*(X)* H*(T') is the
 Thom-isomorphism. Notice furthermore that this action is natural with respect to

 bundle maps, and also that in the situation described above the composition

 homomorphism

 (A(BO) ? V) - Hq+l(T/T') -3 Hq+L(T)
 is A(BO)-linear.

 We observe that Brown and Peterson's results can be generalized slightly.

 More specifically let QBO be the infinite loop space QBO = lim 2N2NBO. Let
 N

 (: QBO -- BO be the map induced by the infinite loop space structure of BO,
 and let TQBO be the associated Thom spectrum. Now suppose we have a 2-stage

 Postnikov tower over QBO:

 Y' pY ---QBO

 j a

 K(V)

 where g is an [n/2]-equivalence and K(V) is [n/2]-connected. Then Brown and
 Peterson's techniques go through verbatim to yield n-dimensional homotopy
 equivalences

 (1.4) c(a): Y/Y' -*K(V) A QBO+ and

 Tc(a): TY/TY'-4 K(V) A TQBO.

 Notice we can define the semi-tensor product algebra

 A(QBO) = A ? H*(QBO)

 analogously to how A(BO) was defined. Observe that H *(TY) is an A(QBO)-
 module. We leave the details of this generalization to the reader.

 We will need to know more about the homotopy type of QBO. In particular

 we will need the following theorem of V. Snaith [24].

 THEOREM 1.5. For every integer q there is a honotopy equivalence of

 suspension spectra

 2YBO = 2??BO(2q) V 2??BO/BO(2q)
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 and therefore, there is an equivalence

 QBO QBO(2q) X Q(BO/BO(2q)).

 If we are only concerned about stable homotopy equivalences through a

 fixed range of dimensions we can even say more.

 THEOREM 1.6. For every integer m there is a 2m-dimensional honwtopy

 equivalence

 QBO = QBO(rm) X BO/BO(m).

 This theorem will easily follow from our next observation.

 LEMMA 1.7. For every integer m the quotient space BO/BO(m) has the

 2m + 1-dimensional honotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces

 of type K(Z2, q) with q > m.

 Proof Since BO/BO(m) is n-connected Lemma 1.7 is a statement about

 its stable range and we may, without loss of generality, deal with suspension

 spectra.

 Consider the cofibration sequence

 BO(rM + 1)/BO(rm) -4 BO/BO(rm) -4 BO/BO(rm + 1).

 Through dimension 2m + 1, BO(m + 1)/BO(m) is homotopy equivalent to

 Em+ 1M0, which is a wedge of K(Z2)'s. Since the above cofibration sequence
 induces a short exact sequence in cohomology, we therefore get a splitting

 through dimension 2m + 1:

 Y7'BO/BO(rm) = ml+LMO V Y00BO/BO(rm + 1).

 By continuing in this manner (by next splitting YxBO/BO(m + 1)) we prove
 the lemma.

 Proof of 1.6. When m is even, 1.6 follows from 1.5 since BO/BO(m),

 being m-connected, is 2m-homotopy equivalent to Q(BO/BO(m)).

 If m is odd, say m = 2q + 1, then through dimension 2m + 1 the following

 cofibration sequences:

 BO(2q}- BO(2q + 1) -4 BO(2q + 1)/BO(2q)

 and

 BO(2q + 2)/BO(2q + 1) -- BO/BO(2q + 1) -- BO/BO(2q + 2)

 split, since in this range BO(2q + 1)/BO(2q) and BO(2q + 2)/BO(2q + 1) are

 Eilenberg-MacLane. Now 1.6 follows easily from 1.5.
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 Observe that we can now prove the following stable version of Theorem A.

 COROLLARY 1.8. There exists a stable map rm: Y'BO/II -4 EYBO(k) that

 homotopy lifts Y??p: YwBO/I, -4 EYBO.

 Proof For n < 3 we leave this as an exercise for the reader. For n > 4, n is

 less than 2k (= 2(n - a(n)); so 1.1 and 1.7 imply that the obstructions to

 finding rn are purely cohomological. But all such cohomological obstructions
 vanish by Theorem 1.1, part a.

 L.b. Preliminary observations. We are now ready to begin our proof that

 Lemma B implies Theorem A. In this section we make some preliminary

 observations and set up an inductive argument. The inductive step will be

 completed in the next section.

 The central idea is to play off the Thom spectrum level information given in

 the hypotheses of Lemma B against the Snaith splitting (1.6).

 More specifically, consider the homotopy

 E o hn: Xn X I -*P X I -*BO

 where E is the homotopy of (1.2). Note that E o hn is a homotopy from

 ? fIn: X n -* BO(k) -> BO to P ? gn: X n -4 BO/In -4 BO. This defines a homo-
 topy

 H: Xn X I-hBO -+ QBO-4 QBO(k)

 where s: QBO -> QBO(k) is the Snaith splitting, (1.6). Notice that since

 QBO(k) -4 QBO is a cofibration we can choose the splitting s so that

 s ? Qi: QBO(k) -4 QBO(k) is the identity. Observe that the restriction of H to

 Xn X 0 is Qfn: Xn - BO(k) -> QBO(k).
 fn

 This homotopy defines a map of the mapping cylinder, which, by the abuse

 of notation we can also call H:

 H: BO/In U gXn X I-+QBO(k)

 where H restricted to BO/In is the composition QPn: BO/In -p BO '*

 QBO -4 QBO(k).
 We shall inductively construct liftings up a Postnikov tower, using the

 Snaith splitting to show that Lemma B implies the following.

 THEOREM A". There exists a map Pn: BO/In -4 BO(k) together with a
 homotopy G: BO/In x I - QBOk) between QPn: BO/In p
 BO c QBO s QBO(k) and BO/II p BO(k) c QBO(k) that satisfy the follow-
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 ing property. The map of pairs

 G U H: (I X BO/I, U g Xn X I, BO/InIHXn) (QBO(k), BO(k))

 induces a null homotopic map of quotients of Thorn spectra

 YTX = T(I X BO/In U gX I)/MO/In V TXn -> TQBO(k)/MO(k).

 Here BO/In is included in I X BO/In as 1 X BO/In and Xn is included in
 Xn x I as Xn x 1.

 Remark. Notice that Theorem A" clearly implies Theorem A' and thus

 Theorem A. Our first step in proving this is the following.

 LEMMA 1.9. The map of pairs

 H: (BO/In U gX X I, Xn) (QBO(k), BO(k))

 has null hornotopic Thom-ification. That is, the induced map of quotients of
 Thoom spectra

 T(BO/I, UgX X I)/TXn -4 TQBO(k)/MO(k)

 is null homotopic.

 Proof The commutative diagram

 XnX1 BO(k)

 I I
 BO/In U X xI - QBO(k)

 strictly factors as

 XnX 1 - PX 1- BO(k)

 BO/I U gXn X I- BO/In U P X I QBO(k)
 1uhnxl

 where E is induced by the homotopy

 P x I -BO-- QBO(k).
 E

 Thus, it is sufficient to prove that the map of pairs

 (BO/In U P X IX)--(BO/InUPXI, P)
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 induces the trivial map of quotients of Thom spectra

 4F: T(BO/II U X X I)/TX -4 T(BO/In U P X 1)/TP.
 To do this observe that the hypotheses of Lemma B yield a homotopy commuta-

 tive diagram

 T(BO/In U X x I)/TX -T(BO/In u Pn x I)/TPn

 2TXn 32 ) TPn
 IThn

 EMO/In.

 But since the left hand vertical map forms a cofibration sequence, the composi-
 tion

 T(BO/In u X x I/TX) -> T(BO/In u P x I)/TP -4 ETP
 (I)

 is null homotopic. Lemma 1.9 will therefore be a corollary of the following

 observation.

 LEMMA 1.10. There is a homotopy splitting

 ETPn = T(BO/In u gX x I)/TPn V E2MO/In.

 Proof The splitting is given by the composition E2MO/In -4 ETXn Th 2TPn.

 To complete the proof that Lemma B implies Theorem A we will use a

 Moore-Postnikov tower for the map BO(k) -* BO. We will work first with the
 case k odd because in this case the fibration sequence

 Vk -4 BO(k) BO

 is well-known to be simple. That is, 7r BO= Z acts trivially on 7r*Vk. (Here

 Vk = lim V.r -k where Vm , is the Stiefel manifold of j-frames in Rm.) We will
 r

 describe the necessary modifications for our argument for the case k even in
 Section 1.d.

 Now for technical reasons (that will become clear later) we will begin our

 Postnikov tower by killing all the cohomology in BO/BO(k) immediately, rather

 than beginning by just killing the Euler class. More specifically: Let BO = BO
 and let B1 be the homotopy fiber of the map

 k1: BO -HK(Z2,k + r) = K1,
 HlWk+r r>1
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 where wi is the jth Stiefel-Whitney class. We then have a map BO(k) -3 B1
 which still induces a nilpotent homotopy fibration (i.e., r.B1 acts nilpotently on

 7T*(Bl, BO(k)). We can therefore construct a Postnikov tower for the homotopy
 fibration BO(k) -* B1. So we have a tower of homotopy fibration sequences

 BO(k) . i ---+ Bi - v Bi B-3- Bo

 lki lk,

 Ki K1

 where each Ki is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. Now for n > 3, n is
 less than or equal to 2k = 2(n - a(n)), and it is well known that 7rqVk and

 therefore rq(Bl, BO(k)) are finite abelian 2-groups for q < n. (See [16] for
 example.) By modifying this tower if necessary, we may then assume that

 through dimension n each Ki is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces of the
 form K(Z2,q). (See [14], [17] for a discussion of modified Moore-Postnikov
 towers.)

 We will have to keep careful track of various homotopies involved in liftings

 up this tower so that we will need more explicit descriptions of the spaces Bi in
 this tower. We inductively assume that through the i th stage our tower

 A -*Bi- . .*. Bo

 ki

 Ki

 has the additional properties that not only are B. Bj_1 g K1 homotopy
 fibration sequences, but the maps ej: BO(k) -- B1 are assumed to be cofibra-
 tions, and that the k-invariants kj: B._1 - K1 strictly factor as a composition

 Bi - Bj/BO(k) -*Kj, 1.

 We now show how Bi+? is constructed so that these additional properties are
 satisfied. Since, by assumption ei: BO(k) Bi is a cofibration, we can define our
 k-variant ki+1: Bi -- Ki+I to factor as BA - B2/BO(k) -> K +1. Let Bi+I be the

 homotopy fiber of ki. That is,

 B = {(x, a) E Bi X KV1 such that a(O) = ki(x) and a(l)=*}
 where *EK Ki+? is a distinguished basepoint. We have an obvious map
 e2+1: BO(k)-- Bi+1 given by e-i+1(z) = (ej(z), e*), where e* is the constant
 path at* E8 Ki+1. Finally, define

 Bi+1 = Bi+1 U ji+1BO(k) x I

 and define ei: BC()k) - Bi +I to be the inclusion as BO(k) X 1. Notice that we
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 can define Bi + - Bi by B+1 *B_ 1 F3 where r is the obvious retraction.
 Under this map ei + I strictly lifts ei. This completes the inductive step and allows
 us to obtain a tower of homotopy fibrations

 BO(k) *n3 B -) Bi --3 Bi1 Bo =BO

 with the properties described above.

 Before we begin our proof of Theorem A" we make some observations about
 this tower.

 First, notice that the composition QBi -3 QBO -3 QBO(k) is a stable split-
 ting of the map ei: BO(k) -* Bi. Thus, through dimension n, QBi = QBO(k) X
 Bi/BO(k). Furthermore, the map j: Bi -4 QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k) given by the
 product of the composition Bi c QBi -) QBO -? QBO(k) and the projection
 Bi- Bi/BO(k) is homotopic to the stabilization Bi c QBi.

 Also by our construction, for i > 0 the composition Bi BO -3 BO/BO(k)
 induces the zero homomorphism in cohomology and is therefore null homotopic

 through dimension n. Thus QBi -3 QBO factors homotopically through QBO(k),
 and so if TQBi is the Thom spectrum of the bundle classified by QBi
 QBO -BO then TQBi = TQBO(k) A Bi/BO(k)+.

 Let j': B?' QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k) be j: Bi QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k) made
 into a fibration. That is, B?' = {(x, a) e Bi X (QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k))' such that
 a(O) = j(x)} and j': B?' QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k) is given by j'(x, a) = a(l).

 Finally let Fi -- QBO(k) be the restriction of the fibration j': B?'
 QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k) over QBO(k). Clearly the composition

 BO(k)4 B-4 B?'

 has image in Fi. Call the induced map ui: BO(k) -3 Fi.
 We now have the machinery to prove Theorem A".

 We begin the proof (and end this section) by stating our inductive assump-
 tions.

 Inductive assumptions 1.11. There exists a homotopy lifting pi: BO/I- B?'
 of p with the following properties.

 (1) The diagram

 piLIf
 BO/I In1Xn nB

 BO/In U Xn X I-* QBO(k) -+QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k)
 H
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 strictly commutes, where fn, i: X- Bi' is the composition Xn -- BO(k) -B
 fn ei

 Bit.

 (2) The map of pairs

 (BO/In U X X I, BO/InHXn) -) (QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k), Bi')

 has trivial Thom-ification.

 Remarks. (1) We leave the proof of the fact that such a map po: BO/In
 Bo' = BO exists as an exercise for the reader.

 (2) It is clear that once the inductive step is complete we will be able to

 conclude the truth of Theorem A'.

 1.c. Lemma B =* Theorem A. In this section we complete the proof of
 Theorem A" in the case k is odd by completing the inductive step. So

 throughout this section we will operate under induction assumptions (1.11).

 First observe that since Fi -- QBO(k) is the restriction of the fibration
 i:: B: - QBO(k) X BJ/BO(k), by property (1) of the inductive assumptions, pi
 has its image in Fi.

 LEMMA 1.12. The map of pairs H: (BO/In U Xn X I, BO/InIHXn)
 (QBO(k), F) has trivial Thom-ification.

 Proof For notational ease, we write TH: ETXn TQBO(k) U TF for the
 induced map of quotients

 T([BO/In u Xn X I] u(BO/InIHXn) x I)/MO/In V TXn

 -+ T(QBO(k) U F x I)/TF.

 To study this map, first observe that Fi is the fiber of the fibration

 B: -i QBO(k) x Bi/BO(k) -) Bi/BO(k)

 where the second map is the projection. Hence by the results of Section l.a we

 have a homotopy cofibration sequence of Thom spectra, through dimension n,

 TFi -' TB: -- Bi/BO(k) A MO.

 Similarly we have a cofibration sequence

 TQBO(k) c T(QBO(k) x Bi/BO(k)) = TQBO(k) A BJ/BO(k)+

 -- TQBO(k) A Bi/BO(k).

 Moreover, since BJ/BO(k) is [n/2]-connected, through dimension n,

 Bi/BO(k) A TQBO(k) = Bi/BO(k) A TQBO.
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 Thus, if by the notation QBi we now mean the space QBO(k) x Bi/BO(k),
 we have a commutative diagram of n-dimensional homotopy cofibration se-
 quences.

 TFi TBi' - B /BO(k) A MO

 TQBO(k;) - TQBi - B 0/B(k) A TQBO

 TQBO(k) U TF -) TQBi U T Bi1/BO(k) A TQBO/MO.

 Now by our inductive hypotheses we know that the composition
 TITX , TQBO(k) U TF -- TQBi U TBt is null. Thus it is enough to show that

 through dimension n, TQBO(k) U TF splits off of TQBi U TBi. Such a splitting
 is guaranteed by a splitting map Bi/BO(k) A TQBO/MO -- TQBi U TB2, which
 is supplied by the composition

 Bi/BO(k) A TQBO/MO -) Bi/BO(k) A TQBO

 ?nBi1/BO(k) A TQBO(k) c Bi/BO(k) A TQBO(k)

 = TQBi -- TQBi U TBi.

 The first map is given by the splitting of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra TQBO
 MO v TQBO/MO, and by = nwe mean n-dimensional homotopy equivalence.

 Our goal is to lift the map pi: BO/In - Fi to Bi +? so as to satisfy the
 inductive hypotheses. Toward this end let Ri+1 be the (strict) pullback of the
 fibration B' -) QBO(k) x Bi/BO(k) over QBO(k) x Bi+?JBO(k) so we have a
 strictly commutative diagram of pullbacks.

 Fi -)Ri+l BIt

 QBO(k) -.QBO(k) x Bi + 1/BO(k) - QBO(k) x B2/BO(k)

 QBi+1.

 We therefore have a strictly commutative diagram:

 BO/InHXn Fi - Ri+1

 I 1. . 1
 BO/In U Xn x I -QBOf k) -QBi +1,
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 and by the above lemma, the induced map of pairs

 (BO/In U Xn X I, BO/InHIXn) - (QBi+1, Ri+1)

 has trivial Thomification. (Again here, by the symbol QBi+1, I mean QBO(k) X
 Bi + 11BOf k)).

 In order to refine this map of pairs to complete the inductive step, we study

 the space Ri+ l and its relation to Bi +1 more carefully. We recall how these
 spaces were defined.

 Bi + 1 = { (x, a) E Bi X Ki 1 such that a(0) = ki(x) and a(1)=*I},

 ei+1: BO(k) - Bi+ is given by ei+1(z) = (ei(z), e

 B~+ B U 1BO(k) X I Bi+1 = i+1 j i+lB()

 and ei+1: BO(k) -,Bi+1 is the inclusion of BO(k) as BO(k) x 1.
 Now similarly

 BI = {(x, a) e Bi x (QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k)) I such that a(O) = j(x)}

 where j: Bi -+ QBO(k) x Bi/BO(k) and so therefore

 Fi= {(x, a) e B,' such that a(1) e QBO(k)), and

 i+= ((x,a,y) E B x(QBO(k) x Bi/BO(k))' x(Bi+ /BO(k) x QBO(k))

 such that a(O) = j(x) and a2(1) = Pi+l(Y)}, where a2 is the projection of a
 onto Bi/BO(k) and pi+ 1 is induced by the map Bi+ 1/BO(k) -- Bi/BO(k).

 Now the composition Bi + 1/BO(k) k4j Bi/BO(k)4 K i+ is null homotopic;
 so let

 N: Bi+1/BO(k) -Ki+1

 be a based null homotopy, where Y denotes the cone on Y. For each triple

 (x, a, y) E Ri+1 let 6: I -. Ki+1 be the path given by the composition
 I -- QBO(k) X Bi/BO(k) -. Bi/BO(k) p- Ki + 1. Also, by taking the adjoint of

 N, n: Bi+1/BO(k) -- K[1 we then have ny: I -. Ki+1, a path in K2+1 from
 &(1) = k ? pi+ 1(y) to the base point * E Ki+1* Finally let a': I - K + 1 be the
 path sum of & and ny. The correspondence

 (x, a, y) - (x, a')

 defines a map

 r?+i i+1 Bi+1
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 so that the diagram

 U.

 BO(k) -'~Fi oRi+l

 ei + X

 Bi+1

 strictly commutes. (Recall both ui and ei+ , are defined by formulas of the form

 z -+ (lq(z), e) where E is a constant path.) Let v-i: BO(k) - Ri+ be the
 composition BO(k) -* Fi -f Ri +. If we then let R2~1 = R i+ U iBO(k) X I

 U.

 and let vi: BO(k) = BO(k) X 1 C R be the inclusion, we have a strictly
 commutative diagram:

 Diagram 1. 12.

 Ri+1 0Bi+1

 QBO(k) x R+ 1/ BO(k) -*QBO(k) x Bi+ 1/BO(k).

 Our next goal is to change the map R i+ -+ QBO(k) X Ri+1/BO(k) so that
 it homotopy lifts the fibration map R i + I- QBi + = QBO( k) x Bi + 1/BO( k).
 Then we will show that the composition BO/II - Fi -- Ri + , can be adjusted if
 necessary to obtain a map of pairs (BO/II U Xn X I, XHJBO/In) -3
 (QBO(k) x Ri + 1/BO(k), Ri + 1) that has trivial Thomification. To do this, we
 first need to study the relationship between R i+? and A + more carefully.

 Since the diagram

 Ri+1 oBi

 I I
 QBi + 1 oQBi

 is a homotopy pullback square, the homotopy fiber of Ri+ - Bi is equivalent to
 the homotopy fiber of QBi+1 - QBi, which is U2K i+1 A BO+ through dimension
 n. Since the fiber of B+I -+ Bi is QKi+ , a quick diagram chase will yield that
 the fiber of

 Ri+1 Bi+

 is 2Ki+, A BO. Similarly one can check that the stable fiber of E:?Ri+-
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 7:??Bi+l is (QKi A BO) A BO+ and that the induced map from the fiber to the
 stable fiber QKi+1 A BO -. QKi+1 A BO A BO+ induces a surjection in
 cohomology so that there is a splitting QKi+ A BOA BO+ -QKi+1 A BO.

 Also observe that the fibration Ri+1 -l Bi+1 has a section since the composition
 Bi + - Bi -. Ki+1 A BO+ is null homotopic.

 Thus Y: Ri+l = 2?Bi+1 v QKi+1 A BO A BO+ and the composition

 Ri+1 - QKi+1 A BO A BO- QKi+1 A BO
 S

 yields a homotopy equivalence Ri+1 B Bi+1 x QKi+1 A BO. The following is
 immediate.

 LEMMA 1.13. a. Ri + 1 = Bi + 1 x K i + 1 A BO, where the projection of this

 homotopy equivalence onto Bi+ 1 is the map Ri+ 1 -Bi+ 1 of diagram 1.12.
 b. QRi+,= QBi+1 x (QKi+1 A BO) A BO+

 = QBO(k) x Bi+1/BO(k) x (QKi+1 A BO) A BO+, through di-
 mension n.

 c.Ri+ 1/Bi+11 Bi (k) V (QKi+1 A BO) A BO+.
 d. The fibration R i+ 1 - QBi+ 1 = QBO(k) X Bi+1/BO(k) described above

 is homotopic, via the homotopy equivalence in (a) to the Pontrjagin product of

 the inclusion Bi+1 - QBi+1 and the map QKi+1 A BO -- QKi+1 A BO+--*
 QBi + 1, where the second map in this composition is the inclusion of the fiber of

 QBi + -2 QBi.

 From now on let the symbol QRi +I denote the space

 QBO(k) x Bi+1/BO(k)x(OKi~ ABO)ABO+.

 We can then define a new map 4: R i+1 - QRi+1 as the product of the
 above fibration map Ri +I -- QBi +1 and the composition R +1
 Ri +llBi+ 1- (QKi+ 1 A BO) A BO+. Now let q: R'+1 -- QRi+1 denote this
 map turned into a fibration in the canonical way. Similarly let the symbol QBi + 1

 denote the space QBO(k) x Bi + 1/BO(k) and let B!'+1 -, QBi+l be the stabiliza-
 tion map turned into a fibration. By 1.13 and the definition of q one can easily

 construct a map QRi + I -, QBi + 1 so that we have a strictly commutative
 diagram of fibrations

 Ri+1 >i'+l

 ql b
 QRi+l --QBi+,.

 Hence, the inductive step will be complete once we prove
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 264 RALPH L. COHEN

 THEOREM 1.14. There exists a map p'i1: BO/lIn - R'+, in the homotopy
 class of Pi+1: BO/II -- Fi Ri +1 C R'I+ with the following properties:

 Pi

 a. The diagram

 BO/In1HXn- - +1

 I Iq
 BO/In U X x I - QBO(k) C QR +

 H

 strictly commutes, where I1: Xn -- Ri+1 is the composition X, BO(k)
 Ri~ C RI+1 Ri+1 cR+1.

 b. The map of pairs (BO/In U Xn X I, BO/In1HXn) -- (QRi+, R'+1) has
 trivial Thomification.

 Proof Since

 R'I~= {(z,ca) E R+ 1 X(QBO(k) X Bi+1/BO(k)

 X (QKi+ 1 A BO) A BO+)' such that a(0) = q(z))

 where 4: R +? QR i+1 is the map described earlier, and since Ri?1 = R i+
 U s BO(k) x I, Rj~1 sits naturally in R' +1 as a subspace. With the definitions of

 Ri+1 and Bi+1 given above, it is an easy exercise to construct an explicit
 retraction r: RI--l Ri~1 that maps BO(k) = BO(k) X 1 C R c R'i1 to
 R+ 1 via i5, and so that the following diagram strictly commutes:

 R'+1 Ri+ 1

 ql

 QRi + 1 QBi + 1'
 project

 Our first main step in proving Theorem 1.14 is showing the following:

 LEMMA 1.15. The map of pairs H: (BO/In U g Xn x I, BO/InLHXn)
 (QBi+1, Ri+1) lifts to a map of pairs

 HN: (BO/In U gX Xn , BO/InHX ) -(QR?L, Ri?L).
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 Proof Observe that the diagram

 f' + 1

 X n g g BO(k) Ri+ 1 U VBO(k) x I =R 1c R'i+
 n I" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~q

 BO/In U g X X I QBO(k)' QRi+

 strictly commutes. However, the diagram

 1 1 1q
 BO/I U X x I QBO(k) QR +1

 need not strictly commute, although the outside rectangle of the following
 diagram does commute:

 r __

 ?/n t '+1 > i+1

 I I" I
 BO/I UgX X I -*QRi+l --QBi+1.

 However, diagram ?I- does homotopy commute. To see this it is enough by

 Lemma 1.13, part d to show that the composition

 BO?/I R i+- QRi+l QBi+1 X(gKi+l A BO) A BO+

 QKi+1 ABOABO+
 project

 is null homotopic. Now this is a cohomology question, and so by the Thom
 isomorphism we need only check that

 MO/In - TR+ TQRi+l = TQBi+l A [QKi+1 A BO A BO +

 actually factors through TQBi + 1 This, however, follows because since the map of

 pairs (BO/In U gX X I, BO/InHX) -*(QBi + 1,R i +) has trivial Thom-ification,
 the map TXn -* TR TR' is homotopic to the map TX -+ MO/I

 TRW+1, and thus MO/N- TR + is homotopic to MO/I T -TX- TRi+1
 wtn

 which factors through TQBi+ .
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 266 RALPH L. COHEN

 So let N: BO/II X I - Ki+l A BO A BO+ be a null homotopy of the
 composition

 BO/In -Ri+1 Ri+ QR- + = QBj+1 X QKi+1 A BO A BO+
 QKi+1 A BO A BO+.

 We can then define a new map

 HN: BO/In U gX I QRi+ 1=QBi+1 x QKi+1 A BO A BO+

 to be the product of H: BO/In U gX x I -- QBO(k) C QBi+ 1 and of

 BO/In U gX x I - BO/In X I-- QKi +1 A BO A BO+.
 1u(gxl) N

 We then have a strictly commutative diagram

 BO/IHJX - R'
 Bi+il;'+l i+1

 BO/I U X X I -QR.?1
 HN +

 which, when composed with the diagram

 11'+ - 1il i+1 i+1

 qj
 project

 is the map of pairs H: (BO/In U X X I, BO/InIHX) (QBi+1, F1i+1) with
 which we began. This proves Lemma 1.15.

 We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.14.

 By Lemma 1.15 the composite of maps of quotients of Thom spectra

 Y:TXn=T(BO/lI U X XI)/MO/In V TX -* T(QRi+l U R+ XI)/TI
 THN i1 qi

 -- T(QBi+1 u Ri+1 x I)ITRi+

 is homotopic to the quotient map induced by the map of pairs

 H: (BO/In U X x I, BO/InHLIX) - (QBi+1, Fi +1)

 and hence is null homotopic. Thus the above map of quotients which, for brevity
 we write as

 THN: YTXn -+ TQRi+1/TRt+1
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 267

 lifts to a map

 ITX TQBi+A A BO A BO+) = TQBO A (QKi +1 A BO A BO+)
 which is the stable fiber of TQRi+ 1/TRI+ 1 - TQBi+ 1/TRi+ 1 - TQBi+ 1/TRi+ 1

 Notice that H*(TQBO A (QKi+1 A BO A BO+)) is a free module over
 A(QBO) = A ? H*QBO (which was defined in Section l.a).

 The following is the last technical result needed to prove Theorem 1.14.

 LEMMA 1.16. We can choose the lifting

 2TX -+ TQBO A (QKi+I A BO A BO)
 to be of the form

 STX -* EMO/In -3 TQBO A (E2Ki? A BO A BO+)
 Tg

 where in cohomnology, a* is A(QBO)-linear.

 The proof of this lemma is somewhat involved and we therefore postpone it

 until Section l.d. So assuming its validity for now we proceed to prove Theorem

 1.14.

 Define a map

 TH: T(BO/In U Xn X I) TQRi+1 = TQBi+1 A(QKi+1 A BO A BO+)
 = TQBi+1 V (TQBi+l A QKi+1 A BO A BO+)

 to be the wedge of the map THN: T(BO/In U Xn X I) -. TQBi+1 and the map

 T(BO/In U Xn X I) -* T(BO/In U Xn X I)/MO/I V TX = 2TXn

 T- MO/In -- TQBi+l A QKi+1 A BO A BO+.
 Tg.

 Then, by the lemma, the map of pairs

 (T(BO/In U X X I), MO/In V TX) +l??U(TQ T

 is null homotopic. But since a is A(QBO)-linear in cohomology, we can

 "de-Thomify" TH in the following manner:

 et: YMO/In -- TQBO A QKi+1 A BO A BO+
 is the unique (up to homotopy) A(QBO)-linear map induced by the composition

 /3: 2MO/In TQBO A (QKi+1 A BO A BO+) -2Ki+1 A BO A BO+.
 project

 Let /3 also represent the Thom isomorphic image

 ,: 2BO/In -QKi+1 A (BO A BO+).
 Define

 H: BO/In U X X I -QRi+l = QBi+1 x 2Ki+1 A BO A BO
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 268 RALPH L. COHEN

 to be the product of H: BO/In U gX x I-. QBO(k) c QBj+1 and the sum of
 the homotopies

 BO/I U X X I BolIn X I N U. UK A BO A BO+ and
 n 9 1U(gXl) N i+

 BO/In U gX x I BO/In X I L:BOlIn QKi+l A BO A BO+.

 The sum of these homotopies factors through a homotopy we call

 w: BO/In X I -U QKj+j A BO A BO+.

 Notice we then have a strictly commutative diagram

 BO/In~HX R
 0 nu Pi+LJJ;'+1 i+ 1

 I ~~~~~~~I
 BO/In U X x I -Q Rfi+1

 We claim that the Thomification of the induced map of pairs is, up to homotopy,
 the sum of the map

 THN: YTX -- TQRj+ 1/TRW+

 and the composite

 a: YTX -. EMO/In-, TQBO A (QK+ 1 A BO A BO+) -- TQRi+ /TR'
 Tg a

 which, by Lemma 1.16 is null homotopic.

 We now verify this claim. To ease notation let L denote

 QKi+? ABOABO+.

 Recall that

 H: BO/In U gXn X I -QRj+ = QBj+1 x L

 is given by the product of H: BO/In U gX n X I -, QBO(k) C QBj+ 1 and the
 composition w': BO/In U gXn X I - BO/In X I-, L. Thus on the Thom

 1UgnX1 W

 spectrum level,

 TH: T(BO/In U g Xn X I) -- TQRi+l = TQBi+1 A L+

 is given by the composition

 (1.17)

 TH: T(BO/In UgXn X I) y T(BO/In U Xn X I) A (BO/In U Xn X I)+

 -)ITQBi+l A L+.
 THAw'
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 269

 Now the homotopy w: BO/In X I -, L, being the sum of the null homo-
 topy N: BO/In -* L and the homotopy BO/In X I -B+ BO/I - n L,
 strictly factors as the composition

 w: BO/In X I -- BO/In -* BO/In V zBO/In--L
 Pi Nv18

 where p1: BO/In -- BO/In V 2BO/In is obtained by identifying
 BO/In X { 2 } C BO/In to the basepoint.

 Now the map

 1 A p1: (T(BO/In U Xn X I)) A (BO/In)+

 T(BO/In U Xn X I) A (BO/In V .BO/In)+

 = T(BO/In U Xn X I) A BO/I+ V T(BO/In U Xn X I) A 2BO/In

 is clearly homotopic, by a homotopy that fixes T(BO/In U Xn X I) A BO/In
 T(BO/In U Xn X I) A BO/In, to the map

 p: T(BO/In U Xn X I) A BO/In

 ~ T(BO/In u X, X I) A BO/I+V T(BO/In U Xn X I) A YBO/In
 which, on the first component is the identity, and on the second component is

 the collapse map obtained by identifying T(BO/In U Xn X I) A BO/In
 T(BO/In U Xn X I) A BO/In to a point.

 Thus by the decomposition of TH given above (1.17) we have that TH is

 homotopic, via a homotopy that fixes MO/In V TXn C T(BO/I n U gX nX I)to
 the composition which for reasons which will become apparent below, we call,
 THN(a'):

 THN(a'): T(BO/In UgnXn X I)

 T(BO/In U Xn X I) A (BO/In U Xn X I)+

 T(BO/In U Xn X I) A BO/IZ
 1A(1UgnX1)

 T(BO/In U Xn X I) A BO/In

 V T(BO/II U Xn X I) A zBO/II

 TQBi+1 A L+.
 (TH AN) V (TH A /3)
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 270 RALPH L. COHEN

 Now
 A

 (TH A N)oA: T(BO/In U gXn X I) -+T(BO/In U Xn X I)

 A(BO/In U Xn X I+)+
 THAN

 TQB1 AL+

 is, by definition, THN: T(BO/In U Xn X I) TQBj+l A L+. Thus the above
 composite THN(68) is equal to the composite map

 THN(a'): T(BO/In U g9Xn X I) p - T(BO/I U gXn XI)VTXn
 -.TQBi+l A L+

 THN V a

 where p is the identity on the first component, and the map that collapses

 MO/In V TXn C T(BO/In U Xn X I) to a point on the second component, and
 where a': Y2TXn -- TQB+ 1 A L is the composite

 a': 2TXn = T(BO/In U Xn X I)/MO/In V TXn

 T(BO/II U Xn X I) A EXZ

 -~ T(BO/In U Xn X I) A IB ?/In 1TQBj+j A L.
 1Ag ~ n TH A f

 See Proposition 0.6 for the justification of the notation THN(a'). Now since

 the map a: I MO/In -- TQBj+l A L+ is the unique (up to homotopy)
 A(QBO)-linear map that extends /3: IMO/In L+, and since a' above is
 A(QBO)-linear, then a' is homotopic to

 a = aoTgn: TXn - MO/In TQBj+1 A L.

 Now let THN(a): T(BO/In U Xn X I) -- TQBi+l A L+ be the map de-
 fined as THn(a') was, except with a replacing a'. The upshot of the above
 analysis is that the maps of stable cofibers induced by the strict commutativity of
 the following two diagrams are homotopic.

 MO/In A TXn i+

 I Tpi+IVTT+ 1

 T(BO/In UgnXn X I) T TQRi+1

 MO/in D T~n Tpi + I V TXV+ I

 T(BO/In U Xn X I)-+ TQR 1
 MHN(")
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 THE IMMERSION CONJECTURE 271

 The claim now follows from Proposition 0.6.

 To prove the theorem, however (and thereby complete the inductive step),

 we wish to modify pi 1: BO/In -, R', 1 and replace H by H and still obtain the
 same (homotopic) map of pairs of Thom spectra. This is easily done as follows:

 By the homotopy lifting property for the fibration R'I1- QR , we can
 find a homotopy

 b BO/In XIRi+1

 with the properties 1. iiVIBO/In xo = pi+, and 2. tlv lifts the homotopy

 BO/In X I -*QRi+l = QBi+1 X QKi+1 A BO A BO+

 given by the product of the maps

 BO/In X I -BO/In -* -* QBit1 and
 project Pi ?1

 w: BO/In X I -52Ki+ A BO+A BO.

 Finally, let p +1 = I BO/Inx X Then the following diagram strictly com-
 mutes:

 BO/IIHIIX R

 I I
 BO/In UgXn X I H QBO(k) nQRi+1,

 H

 and induces a map of pairs which is homotopic to the one induced by the

 diagram

 BO/InHXn t+1
 Pi+1IJfi1+1

 BO/In U Xn X I - 'QRi+1
 H

 and thus by the above-claim induces a null homotopic map of quotients of Thom
 spectra. This, modulo 1.16, completes the proof of Theorem 1.14 and hence the
 inductive step in our proof of Theorem A" when k is odd.

 l.d. Proof of Lemma 1.16. The proof of 1.16 is rather technical;

 so we begin by describing the idea of the argument. As above, let L denote

 (QKi+ A BO) A BO+. In order to construct a map a: -MO/In TQBO A L
 satisfying 1.16 we first recall how liftings 4: 7TXn -- TQBO A L of the map
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 THN: >2TXn -* TQRi+ 1/TR+ I arise. Such liftings come from null homotopies of

 the composition TH: T QRixn/TR'i+11T TQBi+1/TRi+,. Now when
 TH is viewed as the Thomification of the map of pairs described earlier, such a

 null homotopy also determines a lifting G: T(BO/In U Xn X I) -) TR,+1 that
 extends Tpi +I V Tfi' 1: MO/In V TXn -- TR'+L, so that the composition

 T(BO/In U Xn X I) TR*'i+ TQRi+l -TQBi+1
 G project

 is homotopic rel(MO/In V TXn) to TH. Thus, roughly speaking, such liftings 4
 of THN and G of TH carry the same information. That is, both reflect a null
 homotopy of the map of pairs determined by TH.
 Now by 1.13, there are n-dimensional equivalences TRi+1 = TBi V L

 and TQRi+1 = TQBi+1 V TQBO A L. Using the fact that both H*L and
 H *(TQBO A L) are free modules over A(BO) and A(QBO) respectively, we
 will be able to choose a lifting G of TH that induces an A(BO)-module
 homomorphism. We will then see that this translates to our being able to choose

 a lifting A: zTXT -, TQBO A L of THN which is A(QBO)-linear in cohomol-
 ogy. The fact that 4 can be chosen to factor through an A(BO)-linear map
 a: YMO/In -3 TQBO A L will follow easily from Lemma 1.9 which says that
 the map of pairs which we also called TH: MO/In U TXn -, TQBO(k)/MO(k)
 is null.

 In order to make these ideas more precise, we begin by describing precisely

 how one obtains a lifting A: 2TXn -, TQBO A L of THN from a map
 C: T(BO/In U Xn x I) -~ TR'i1 that extends Tpi+1 V Tfi' 1 so that the com-
 posite

 G Tq

 T(BO/In U Xn x I) -* f+1 - TQBi +

 is homotopic, rel(MO/In v TXn) to TH.
 Let 9: T(BO/In U gXn X I) -* TQR +1 be the composite of the first two

 maps in this composition. A lifting 2TXT TQBO A L = TQRi+I/TQBi + is
 obtained by measuring the difference between C and THN. More precisely,
 observe that the projections of C onto TQRi + l/TQBi +1 strictly factors through a
 map

 g1 MO/In U TXn -* TQRi+1/TQBi+l

 since C restricted to TXn has image in MO(k) C TQBi+1. Similarly, as con-
 structed above, the projection of THN: T(BO/In U X x I) TQRi+1 to
 TQRi + 1/TQBi+ ? factors through the null homotopy

 7: MO/In --MO A BO/In -TQBO A L
 TA iAN
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 where TA is the Thom-ification of the diagonal map A: BO/In -k BO X BO/In,
 and i is the usual inclusion.

 Combining 91 and q we get a map

 a: KTX = MO/In U Txn TQR i +TQBi+1 = TQBO A L. n - q~~~~~~1 U ~9i

 Standard techniques verify that a lifts THN: YTXn -> TQRi+1/TR'i+1
 We now show that our original lifting map G: T(BO/In U X X I) --TR+

 can be chosen so that the resulting map ax is A(QBO)-linear in cohomology. To

 do this we will find a lifting G as above and a map J: BO/In U Xn -, L so that
 the induced map 91: MO/In U TXn -) TQBO A L is given, up to relative
 homotopy, by

 MO/In U 9TX + MO A (BO/In U gXn ) TQBO A L.
 g TA iAJ

 Once this is accomplished, by the definition of 1 above we will have that

 a= r U 91 factors as

 a: ,TX = MO/In U TXn -MO A (BO/In U J)-+ TQBO A L,
 TIN i A(NUJ)

 and hence is AQBO-linear in cohomology.

 To construct such a lifting G, we first let G: T(BO/In U Xn X I) -* TFi
 TRi +- TR'+1 be any map induced from a null homotopy of the Thom-ification
 of the map of pairs resulting from the commutative diagram

 BO/InllXn Fi

 f j (See Prop. 0.10.)

 BO/In U Xn x I -QBO(k).
 H

 Notice that when projected to

 TQRi+l = TQBi+l V TQBi+l A L

 = TQBO(k) A Bi+l/BO(k) V TQBi+1 A L,

 the image of G lies in TQBO(k) v TQBi+1 A L. Its projection onto TQBO(k) is
 homotopic, rel(MO/In V TXn) to TH and its projection on TQBO A L =
 TQR i+ +/TQBi + 1 factors as a composition

 MO/In U TX )TRi+11TBi+ = TBi+1 A sKi+1 A BO

 - TBi T A B+ A 2K A BO
 TA i+1 i+1 i+1

 --).TQBi+l A QKi? A BO ABO+
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 where the last map is induced by the classification map Bi + 1 - BO. Now using
 the splitting YTX = Y.MO/In V MO/In u TX we can extend y to a map

 y': EnTX - TRi+l/TBi+l

 in such a way as to be homotopically trivial on 2MO/In.
 Now define y1: BO/In U X -- 2Ki +I A BO to be the composition

 y1: BO/In U X C MO A (BO/In U X) -- MO A T(BO/In U X)

 ,-MO A TBi+ A QKi+1 A BO 2Ki+1 A BO,
 lAy 'I

 where (D is a homotopy equivalence induced by the Thom isomorphism in
 cohomology, and where v is the obvious projection map.

 Finally consider the map

 y: MO/I U TX~ TRi~1/TBi~l = TBj A UK A BO MO A UKi~ A BO
 defined to be the composition

 y MO/In U TXn MOA (BO/In U Xn) I MOA y Kl A BO.

 Also, similar to what was done above, we may extend -y to a map y': E2TX
 MO A 9 K+ 1 A BO that is homotopically trivially on Y2MO/In.

 Now observe that by Lemma 1.13 there is a splitting

 X: MO A 2Ki+1 A BO TRi+1

 Using this splitting we can define a map

 G: T(BO/In U X X I) TR'i+
 to be the sum of G and the composition

 T(BO/In U Xn X I) T(BO/In u X X I)/MO/In U TXn
 Y Y-

 =2TXn - MO A 2Ki? A BO ATR'~1

 Notice that G extends Tpi+l V TfIl : MO/In V TXn -- TR+1. Further-
 more, observe that the map of pairs induced by G,

 (T(BO/In U X X I),TXn) -- (TR+ 1,TBi+1)

 is homotopic to y, and hence by the definition of y the induced map of pairs

 91: (TBO/In U Xn X I, TXn) ) (TQRi + 1, TQBi + 1) TQBO A L
 factors up to relative homotopy as the composition

 91: MO/In U TX- MO/In A (BO/In U kn) +iA(y) TQBO A L
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 where A(Y1) is the composition

 BO/In U Xn BO+A B/In U Xn-BO+A QKi+1 A BO = L.

 Thus, by the remarks above, we need only show that the projection of the
 composition

 9: T(BO/I U X X I) -TR'+ - TQRi+
 G q

 to TQBi + is homotopic, rel(TX V MO/In), to TH: T(BO/In U Xn X I)
 TQBO(k) C TQBi+.

 To do this it is sufficient to show that 9 is homotopic rel(TXn V MO/In) to

 the composition T(BO/In U Xn X I) TR'W + TQRi TQBi + 1, since
 C q project

 by assumption this is relatively homotopic to TH. This in turn will follow once we

 observe that G and G are homotopic maps from T(BO/In U Xn x I) to TR'i+ 1,
 since the projection of any homotopy between them to TQBi + 1 is an appropriate
 relative homotopy. To see that G and G are homotopic recall that their

 difference homotopy factors as the composition

 T(BO/In U Xn x I) - T(BO/In U Xn x I)/MO/In V TXn --TXn

 -MO A U2Ki+ A BO TRI?*

 Observe that the first map in this composition is clearly null and hence so is the
 composition.

 Thus 9 is homotopic rel(MO/In U TX) to TH and as seen before thus
 allows us to conclude that there is a lifting

 &: Y2TX -- TQRi+ /TQBi+1 = TQBi+1 A L

 that is A(QBO)-linear in cohomology. To finish the proof of the lemma, however,

 we need such a lifting that factors through an A(BO)-linear map 2MO/In
 TQBO A L.

 To do this recall that we have a strictly commutative diagram

 X o-BO(k) oR+

 BO/In UgX X I -QBO(k) -*QR +1

 and therefore by Lemma 1.9 the induced map of quotients of Thom

 spectra is null homotopic. Hence the restriction of & to MO/In U TX when
 projected to TQRi+ 1/TRhi+ is null and thus lifts to TII+1 and in particular to
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 TRilTB + 1= MO A QKj A BO '- TQBO A QKi + A BO. But the inclusion
 TQBO A QKi+i A BO - TQBO A (QKj+1 A BO) A BO+ is induced by the
 diagonal on BO and is a split, A(QBO)-free wedge summand. The existence of

 an appropriate map a: IMO/In -- TQBi+l A L that is AQBO-linear and that
 satisfies Lemma 1.16 is now immediate.
 This now completes the proof of Theorem 1.14 and therefore Theorem A"

 when k is odd.

 L.e. The nonorientable case. In this section we discuss the modifications
 necessary in the above proof of Theorem A" in the case when k = n - a(n) is
 even. In this case, as was pointed out earlier, the homotopy fibration sequence
 Vk -- BO(k) -- BO is nonorientable. That is, 7rBO = Z2 acts nontrivially on
 7T *Vk. In particular, 7kVk = Z has the unique nontrivial Z2 action on it. Thus the
 first nonzero k-invariant, the Euler class, is a twisted cohomology class X E
 Hk + '(BO; { Z}). A standard construction yields that X can be classified by a map
 of homotopy fibrations

 BO(k) --RPC

 BO- S xZ2K(Z,k + 1).

 (See for example Nussbaum [22].) In this diagram K(Z, k + 1) is assumed to

 have a cellular Z2 action, and the map RP S c X x zK(Z, k + 1) is given by
 thinking of RP as S c X Z2* and then mapping * to a fixed point of K(Z, k + 1).

 Now it is folldore that lifting problems from BO to BO(k) are 2-primary
 problems through dimension 2k - 1. This has been made precise by Brown in
 [27]. We shall therefore assume that all fibrations have been fiberwise localized
 at 2.

 Thus to begin our inductive argument for the proof of Theorem A" we let
 B1 be the homotopy pull-back for the diagram

 B RP CO

 Pl

 BO - SOX Xz2K(Z(2),k + 1) X H K(Z2, q)
 ko ~~~~q>k+l

 where Z(2) denotes the 2-local integers, and where ko is the product of the
 localized twisted Euler class and the Stiefel-Whitney classes:

 wq: BO -BO/BO(k) -K(Z2, q) for q > k + 1.
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 As in the last section we may assume that we have a lifting e1: BO(k) -) B1 that
 is a cofibration. Moreover we have an obvious product map j: B1 -* QBO(k) X
 Bl/BO(k) that is equivalent through dimension n to the stabilization map
 B1 c QB1. Let

 j ': B - QBO(k) X Bl/BO(k)

 be j, made into a fibration in the canonical way. To begin our inductive
 argument we prove the following (compare with inductive assumptions 1.11):

 LEMMA 1.17. There exists a homotopy lifting p1: BO/In B1 of p with the
 following properties:

 (1) The diagram

 BO/IntlXn PlIfn,l * B1

 I I
 BO/In U gXn x I -*QBO(k) c QBO(k) x Bl/BO(k)

 H

 strictly commutes, where fn 1 is the composition Xn -) BO(k) -- B".
 n fn e 1e

 (2) The induced map of pairs

 (BO/In U X X I, BO/InHX ) (QBO(k) x Bl/BO(k), B-)

 has trivial Thomification.

 Proof Recall the map E: BO/In U Pn X I -- QBO(k) used in the proof of
 Lemma 1.9. This yielded a strictly commutative diagram

 hn

 (1.18) X P BO(k)

 BO/In UgXn x I -)BO/In UP X I QBO(k).

 Define C to be the canonical homotopy pull-back for the square

 C oBl

 BO/In U P x I -BO
 E
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 278 RALPH L. COHEN

 where E is as in Section l.a. As a point-set,

 C = {(x,y,a) e (BO/II U P X I) X B1 X BO': a(O) =E(x), a(l) = p(y)}.

 Define the map r: P. C by r(z) = (t(z), e(z), e) where t is the inclusion
 Pn = Pn X 1 C BO/In U Pn X I, e is the composition Pn -- BO(k) -, B1, and e

 e

 is the constant path at E o t(z). One can easily verify that r: P _) C is
 well-defined. Now let

 j: C' -- BO/In U P X I

 be C -) BO/In U P X I made into a fibration in the canonical way. Now r still
 denotes the map r: P -- C c C' and r still lifts the inclusion t: P c BO/In U
 P X I and the map e: P -* B1.

 Thus by diagram (1.1), r o hn: Xn -) C lifts the composition Xn c BO/In
 U gXn X I v BO/In U Pn X I and the map fn 1: Xn B1. So to prove the
 lemma it is sufficient to construct a lifting q: BO/In -- C' of the inclusion
 BO/In c BO/In U P X I so that the diagram

 q Jr o h

 BO/InHXn Ct

 BO/In U Xn X I hn BOlIn U P X I

 has trivial Thomification.

 To do this, first recall that Brown proved in [27] that the twisted Euler class

 X E Hk+? (BO/In; {Z}) is zero. Now since the Stiefel-Whitney classes,
 Wq E H*(BO/In;Z2) for q > k + 1 are also zero, the fibration p: C'
 BO/In U P x I is trivial. That is, there exists a fiber homotopy equivalence

 C' -> (BO/I n U Pn X I) X K(Z,k) X HK(Z2,q) q>k

 BO/In U Pn X I.

 For ease of notation write B X K = (BO/In U P X I) X K(Z, k) X
 HIK(Z2, q). By use of this homotopy equivalence we can construct the ap-

 propriate q: BO/In -* B X K that lifts the inclusion u: BO/In c B.
 Such liftings are of the form q = j X a: BO/In -- B X K.
 We now show that we can choose the appropriate map a.
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 We first study the Thom-ification of the map of pairs

 ( BO/In U Xn x I, XnUIB?/ n ) (h o- (Bt B r K h)l

 This can be thought of as a map

 f3: 2Txn X- TB A K = KMO A K.

 (The last homotopy equivalence is through dimension n + 1.)

 Now /3 can be described as follows. The map 4 o r o hn: Xn -- B X K is a
 product of the map

 a: Xn C BO/In U Xn X I BO/In U P X I = B

 and a map A3: Xn -) K. Also, A is the suspension of the composition

 3: TX-n )TBA K+- TBA K MO A K.
 T(gAf)

 By the proof of Lemma 1.9, the composition MO/In U TX.
 :l~xn - MO A K is trivial, so that /3 factors as

 TX >-MO A K

 Tg \ /

 MO/In.

 Now Hk(MO A K; Z2) = Z2 is generated by a class, say x. The Thom
 isomorphic image of 18*(x) in Hk(Xn; Z2) is the mod 2 reduction of

 ,8 E Hk(Xn; Z). Since g *: H*(BO/In; Z2) -) H*(Xn; Z2) is a monomorphism,
 the Bockstein Sql applied to the Thom isomorphic image a' of a-*(x) in
 H*(BO/In;Z2) is zero. Thus a' is the mod2 reduction of an integral class
 a e Hk(BO/In; Z). We may therefore define

 q=j X a: BO/In-- B X K.

 It is now clear by its construction that the Thomification of the map of pairs

 (BO/In U X X I, XnLHBO/In) - (B, B x K)
 (hn, 4srhnHq)

 is trivial, which completes the proof of Lemma 1.17.

 To complete the proof of Theorem A" in this case, observe that the

 2-localized homotopy fiber of the map

 BO(k) -) B1

 has finite 2-torsion homotopy groups through dimension n. It is in particular a
 nilpotent homotopy fibration. We may then construct a modified Postnikov tower
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 of principal fibrations

 BO(k)-* Bi -Bi - 1 B1
 with fibers that are products of K(Z2, q)'s. The inductive argument in Sections

 i.b, L.c, and L.d then goes through verbatim to complete the proof of Theorem
 A". We leave the verification to the reader.

 2. The homotopy of BO/II and a proof of Lemma B when n = 2' - 1

 Our proof of Lemma B will be by induction on n. In order to complete the

 inductive step we will need first to study the tower of fibrations converging to
 BO/II constructed by Brown and Peterson [8]. We do this in Section 2.a. In

 Section 2.b we state our inductive assumptions for the proof of Lemma B and

 complete the inductive step in the case when n is of the form 2? - 1.

 2.a. A study of BO/I,. To begin our study of the Brown-Peterson con-
 struction of BO/I, we first study their Thom spectra MO/In. It turns out that
 MO/In is a wedge of Brown-Gitler spectra B(k); so we begin by recalling some

 properties of these spectra [3].

 The spectra B(k) were originally defined as the inverse limit of a tower of

 fibrations of spectra

 'Hk q 2 'Hk l

 (2.1) * Ekq p oEkq-lI* *.* P27 EkFj Pi )Hk,o = K(Z2)

 Sq ISi
 Hk q Hkl

 where Hk q is the cofibre of pq: Ek q -* Ek q- 1 and is a wedge of suspensions of
 K(Z2).

 This tower was shown to satisfy the following properties:

 (2.2) a. H *(B(k) = limrH*(Ek q) = A/A{ X(Sqi): i > k} as A-modules.
 q

 b. If X is any CW complex, then the homotopy exact sequence

 7Tr(Hr q A X) vr(Ek q A X) qrr(Ek q-1 A X)

 is

 1. split, short exact if r < 2k,

 2. short exact (but not necessarily split) if r = 2k.
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 3. Pq* is surjective if r = 2k + 1.
 Now define the spectrum

 MO/In = V- IoB(n -1iw)

 where if m is an integer, mn denotes the greatest integer < m/2, and where the

 wedge is taken over all monomials bo, E 7Tq(MO) such that q < n. (Recall that
 7T*MO = Z2[bk: k # 22 - 1].) This notation will be justified later. One can
 therefore use (2.1) to construct a Postnikov tower for MO/In (see Prop. 2.4
 of [8]).

 2 - Kq 2-1K1
 liq Iil

 (2.3) MO/In * q* Yq1 Y... * Y Pi Yo = MO
 Sq P2 Isi

 Kq K.

 where Yq = V2:IWIEn~ionl,qu Kq= v,,q, and the maps iq, Pq' and Sq
 here denote (by abuse of notation) the wedge of the corresponding maps in the
 Postnikov towers (2.1) for the appropriate Brown-Gitler spectra.

 COROLLARY 2.4. In the Postnikov tower 2.3 for MO/In the homomorphism

 Pq*: 7Tr(Yq A X) > 7Tr(Yq_1 A X)

 is surjective for all r < n, where X is any CW complex.

 Proof This follows from (2.2.b).

 In [8], Brown and Peterson essentially realized Postnikov tower 2.3 on the
 base space level. That is, they proved the following:

 THEOREM 2.5. There is a tower of fibrations of spaces

 SI QK11S1

 itl

 ... -~B1 - ,B1I-1 *.-+ B1 ^ -1rB0 = BO

 r IKl Kl K1
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 where the spaces K[ are products of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces of type K(Z2, q),
 having the following properties.

 1. If T1 is the Thom spectrum of the stable vector bundle over B1 classified

 by the composition 1l o ... orl- 1 orl: B1 -, BO, then there exist maps
 fl: T1 -> Yj which induce isomrmphisms in Z2-homology through dimension n.

 2. The diagrams

 j Tv

 Yl -. Yl l.
 Pi

 commute up to homotopy.

 3. If BO/In = limBj, and p: BO/In -> BO is induced by the <i's, then

 H *( BO/In) = H *(BO)/In, where In is the ideal described in the introduction.
 Furthermore the maps fi induce a mod 2 equivalence of spectra

 f: T(BOIIJ-) MO/In.

 (Because of this equivalence we shall no longer distinguish between the 2-locali-
 zation of the Thom spectrum T(BO/In) and MO/In.)

 4. The map sq: Yq -, K which can be viewed as a sum of cohormlogy
 classes of H*(Yq), has the Thom isomorphic image of the class Kq: Bq - K' as a
 summand.

 The following result is a very important corollary of the properties of this

 Postnikov tower for BO/In.

 Definition 2.6. Let X be any finite CW complex and h: X -> BO any map.
 The pair (X, h) is said to be quasi-normal of dimension n if there exists an
 n-dimensional manifold Mn and a map g: Mn __ X satisfying

 1. The composition h o g: Mn -, BO classifies the stable normal bundle of
 Mn, and

 2. g*: H*(X) -, H*(M) is injective.

 COROLLARY 2.7. If (X, h) is quasi-normal of dimension n, then the map

 h: X -, BO lifts to BO/In. In fact if h 1: X -, B1- is any lifting of h to the
 (1 - l)st stage of Postnikov tower 2.5, then there exists a lifting hj: X -, B1 such

 that IT, oh j-1.
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 Proof Inductively, assume there is a lifting h1 -: X - B1-1 of h. The

 obstruction to finding a lift hi of hI11 is the composition

 r:X B OKI
 h,, 1 1Ki

 which, since K[ is a product of K(Z2, q)'s, lies in H *(X). Since g *: H *(X)
 H *(M) is one-to-one it is enough to show that g*(r) = 0.

 Now g *( r) is the obstruction to the existence of a lifting g 1: M -* B1 of the
 map g911 =hhl i o g: M - B1-1, which is in turn a lifting of the stable normal
 bundle map PM: h o g: M X -- BO. The map g 1 therefore induces a map of
 Thom spectra

 TVM) Tl1-1

 which by S- duality yields an element

 [Tg911] E 7rn(T1ll A M) - 7Tn(Y1_1 A M).

 By Corollary 2.4, [Tgl-1] is in the image of p .: 7Tn(Y1 A M) --
 7rn(Y11j A M) and thus by exactness the class sl*[Tgl-1] E 'rn(Kl A M) is zero.

 By S- duality this implies that the composition

 T(Vm)T 07-1f Y1_1 K,K T9 - I 1_1

 is null homotopic. By the Thom isomorphism theorem and property 4 of the

 Postnikov tower in Theorem 2.5, this implies that the map

 M- B1 KI

 is null homotopic. But this composition represents g *(r), which therefore must

 be zero. Again, since g * is injective we can therefore conclude that the
 obstruction r is zero.

 Remarks. 1. Notice that Corollary 2.7 in particular implies that every stable

 normal bundle map PM: Mn -* BO lifts to BO/In, as remarked earlier.
 2. Other examples of quasi-normal bundles of dimension n are the pairs

 (BO/In, p) and (BO/Ir X BO/In-r, p X p). This implies there exist pairings

 BO/Ir X BO/In-r -- BO/In
 living over the Whitney sum pairing of BO.

 3. A less trivial example is the following. Consider the configuration space

 F(R2, k) = {(x1,... xk) e (R12)k such that xi # X if i j}

 Both F(R2, k) and Rk = (Rl)k are acted upon by the symmetric group k by
 permuting coordinates. Let Yk be the vector bundle
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 In [7] Brown and Peterson proved that these bundles have the following

 properties:

 a. The mod 2 cohomological dimension of F(R2, k)/1k is k - a(k).
 b. Localized at the prime 2 the Thom spectrum TYk is homotopy equivalent

 to the Brown-Gitler spectrum B(k).

 c. In [7, proof of Theorem B] Brown and Peterson constructed a manifold

 Qk and a bundle map g: PQk Yk so that

 g*: H*(F(R2, k),2k) -* H*(Qk)

 is injective. In our terminology this implies that the pair (F(R2, k)/12k, Yk) is
 quasi-normal of dimension k.

 From now on we ease the notation by letting Fk = F(R2, k)/2k. Observe

 that properties a and c of the bundle Yk imply the following:

 COROLLARY 2.8. The classifying map Yk: Fk -* BO lifts to maps Yk: Fk
 BO(k - a(k)) and Yk: Fk - BO/Ik.

 The bundles Yk over Fk will be used to construct the spaces Xn of

 Lemma A.

 2.b. The indiuctive assumptions and the proof of Lemma B in dimensions of

 the form 2' - 1. We are now ready to prove Lemma B. Let m ? 4 be a fixed
 integer. We make the following inductive assumptions. (We leave the verification

 of these properties for the case m < 3 as an exercise for the reader, after first
 observing that BO/1 is 2-locally contractible and BO/I2 BO/I3 = 2RP2.)

 (2.9) For every integer k < m there exist a space

 Xk = HM, X Fk-1W1

 where the disjoint union is taken over all monomials b, e ST *MO of dimension
 < k and where M. is a manifold representing b(,, together with a map

 hk: Xk Pk

 satisfying the following properties.
 hk

 1. The map fk: Xk - Pk- BO(k - a(k)) is induced, up to homotopy, by

 compositions of the form

 v(, X Yk-1@

 Me^ X Fk11 )BO(Icol - al|@|) X BO(k - lc| - a(k - lcol))

 m oBO(k - (aIcoI + a(k - IcI)))-BO(k - a(k)).

 Here m is the Whitney product pairing and vP,: M,, - BO( I cI - a I c l) classifies
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 an (I I - a I 1)-dimensional normal bundle of M,,, with the property that if be,

 is decomposable, say be, =b()Ib(,2. then M, =IMe X M2 and v2 = v xv2.
 2. Let gk: Xk -BO/Ik be the composition Xk-"*Pk oBO/Ik, and let

 hk

 ak: Ve,2:w1B(k- Icol) -TXk be the map of 2-local spectra defined to be the
 wedge of the maps

 EIMOB(k - IcI) - Slwl A B(k - Io) -1Tvp A B(k - Ioi) T TVS A T(y1(1)

 where T: SISl * TvP,, is given by the Thom-Pontrjagin construction. We then
 have

 a. Tgk 0 ok: - jVwjZB(k- @o) TXk-MO/Ik is a mod2 homotopy
 equivalence, and

 b. If 13k is a 2-local homotopy inverse to Tgk 0 Uk, and if we define

 Uk = k Pk: MO/Ik -* TXk,

 then Thk Thk ? ak ? Tgk: TXk TPk.

 Remark. We are in particular inductively assuming the truth of Lemma B

 for k < m. Indeed, by the results of Section 1, inductive hypotheses 1-3 above

 imply the existence of a map Pk: BO/Ik -* BO(k - a(k)) making the following
 diagram commute:

 MO (k-a(k))
 Tfk Tp

 TXk -* MO/ Ik TMO
 Tgk Tp

 We begin completing the inductive step with the following observations.

 Consider the map of 2-local spectra

 f: V Sl"l A B(m - Ro1) -+ MO(m - a(m))

 defined as follows. If jwj < m, let the restriction of D to Sell A B(m - IwI) be
 given by the composition

 S"" A B(m - 1C1) TV A B(m - Ic)o T(v) A T(Fmiwi)

 Tv,, A Tym Mwi a

 AMO(m-IwI- a(m-IwI)) MO(m-a(m)).
 Tm
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 If jwI = m and bus is decomposable, say bus = b,,lb ,,2, define the restriction
 of D to SI~o to be the composition

 SIwI = SIo1I A Sla21-TM A TM W
 T AT TviJ1 A1 TP2

 MO(jw1J - ajcll) A MO(jw21 - aj21) -+MO(m - a(m)).
 Tm

 Finally, if JwJ = m and b, is indecomposable, i.e. b,, = bmn let the restric-
 tion of D to Sm represent a class in 7rm(MO(m - a(m)) that projects to
 bm E 'Tm(MO). Such a class exists by R. Brown's theorem [9, ?1.3].

 Now if h: T(BO/IM) = MO/IM -_ V IWI<mS I'l A B(m- I co) is any 2-local
 homotopy equivalence we can then form a map of Thom spectra ;n: M?/Im 4 V SI`JI A B(m - 1 G 1 ) MO(M m-a( m)) .

 h kol<m

 We observe that one can construct 2-local equivalences

 h: MO/IM -- VSIWI A B(m- 1X1)

 in the following manner.

 First notice that for any pair of integers r, s > 0 such that r + s = m, the

 pair (BO/Ir X BO/Is, p X p) is quasi-normal of dimension m. We can therefore
 find a lifting

 Mr. s BO/Ir X BO/Is - BO/Im

 of

 p X p: BO/Ir X BO/Is BO X BO BO.
 m

 Let M=,{ s r + s = m } be a collection of such pairings. This collection t
 induces a mod 2 equivalence hg: MO/Im -- VSI I A B(m - Ijoj) as follows.

 Let X= HI MW X FM W<m
 W $ (m)

 where the union is taken over all monomials b,, E rq MO such that q < m except
 the ring generator (if m is not of the form 2? - 1).

 Define go,: Xm -- BO/II to be the disjoint union of the maps

 Ms. X Fm -I('J ).BO/II ,WI X BOII m-I(,)l BO1IM

 if I I < m, where P. and jm -I., are liftings of the stable normal bundle map v.,
 and the bundle map Ym-1w, respectively, defined by the restrictions of gIW1 and

 gm-II to M. and FmIwI.
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 If col = m and b(A is decomposable, say b. = bil . bi2 .. bi, where
 il < i2 < ... < i_ define the restriction of g,, to M. to be the following
 composition.

 Ma = MiXMs, xM > B01I X B01I o'IB?/Im
 (A.) (A~~1 (0x

 where

 b,, = bi2 ... bir.

 Let

 h~u: V Sl'wl A B(m - jcI) MO/Im
 W* (m)

 be the composition

 V Slwl A B(m- jC1) - V Ti' ,A B(m - jwjl) = TXm *MO/Im.
 co#(m)

 Observe that Theorem 2.5 implies that 2-locally, the cofibre of h, is a sphere
 Stm if m is not of the form 2? - 1, and that h,, is a mod2 equivalence if
 m = 2? - 1. Furthermore, if m # 2? - 1 the projection of MO/Im onto the

 cofibre of hA has a retraction rm: Sm * MO/Im. Define

 hA: V SlIl A B(m- II) -* MO/Im

 to be equal to hA if m = 22 - 1, and equal to the wedge of h, and rm if
 m # 2' - 1. Clearly h A is a mod 2 equivalence.

 Now recall also that the disjoint union

 F= HF(R2,j)/1,= HFj
 j?O j>O

 is a '2-space in the sense of May [21] and in particular a homotopy commutative,
 associative H-space (where F(R2, 0)/2: is by definition, a disjoint basepoint).

 The multiplication

 p: Fx A- Y

 induces pairings pr s Fr X F8 - Frs and therefore pairings r'z X, X X,
 Xr+s defined as the disjoint union of maps
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 LEMMA 2.10. There exists a collection of pairings

 A = {Mr,m-r BO/Ir X BO/Im - BO/IM, r ? 1)

 that lift the maps p X p: BO/Ir X BO/Im - BO, and which makes the
 following diagram homotopy commute:

 Xr X Xm-r Xm

 Vgr X gm-r | g

 BO/Ir X BO/Im-r I BO/Im.

 The proof of Lemma 2.10 is somewhat involved and technical and is

 postponed until Section 4.

 We may now complete the inductive step in the case m is of the form

 m = 2? - 1. Notice that in this case there are no ring generators of 7* MO in

 dimensions m. We may therefore let

 Xm = m.

 In order to define hm: Xm Pm observe that since each Pk is the pull-back of
 i: BO(k - a(k)) -- BO and p: BO/Ik -. BO, then the pairings

 tr, m-rr BO/Ir X BO/Im-r * BO/Im

 induce pairings

 Vr, m-r Pr X PM -r PM

 that homotopy lift tLr m -r and the Whitney sum pairing BO(r - a(r)) X
 BO(m - r - a(m - r)) -- BO(m - a(m)). So define

 hm: Xm Pm

 by defining its restriction to M, x Fm-lwl to be

 M X Fm-lw l * P m iz Pm
 h I m- IWI IwI, m-w1 @

 if 11o < m, and if 1co = m and M. = Mil X M.,, as above, then define the
 restriction of hm to M(.) to be the composition

 M =Mi x M- Pi x P _i P MW il Ch xhrni 1 VijM

 We now check that the pair (Xm, hm) satisfies inductive hypotheses (2.9).

 The fact that the map fj: X -+ Pm -P BO(m - a(m)) satisfies property (1) of tehm

 (2.9) is clear because as noted above the pairings vrmr lift the Whitney sum
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 pairings on the BO(k)'s. The fact that property 2.a is also satisfied is similarly

 clear and we leave its verification to the reader.

 To verify property 2.b first observe that since the pairings v rn-r lift the

 pairings Mm on the BO/Ik's, the map gm: Xn Pm m BO/Irn is homotopic
 to go: Xm = Xm + BO/Ir*. Thus by the commutativity of the diagram in

 Lemma 2.10 and the definition of the splitting a,: MO/Irn TX,, we have the
 following homotopy commutative diagrams:

 (Remark. The bottom square homotopy commutes since by the pull-back

 property, the two maps T(hm 0 ,rr m r) and T(vr m-r 0(hr X hrnr)) differ by a
 map from TXr A TXm r to I - 'MO that induces an A(BO)-homomorphism. But
 since H *( E - 'MO) is a cyclic A( BO)-module generated by a class
 u E H'1(2 -'MO), there are no such maps.)

 Tjir m-r
 MO/Ir A MO/IIrn r MO/Ir

 { (r A tmr-r (TM

 TXr A TXm -r TXM

 j Thr A Thm - r Thm

 TPr ATPm - TP r ar TTVrm-r m

 To verify property 2.b, first restrict Thm to T(MW, X Fmrn1w1) =
 T(Ms,,) A B(m - Icj) where Iwc = r < m. By definition the restriction of Thm
 to this spectrum is Tvr ,-r 0 ThA A Thm r' which by inductive assumption is
 T rrn - r 0 Thr A Thm -r 0 o A am-r 0 Tgr A Tg m . But this is homotopic, by the
 commutativity of the above diagram to ThAm 0 Um 0 Tr r m-r 0 Tgr A Tgm-r which,

 by the definition of gm is homotopic to ThAm 0 Urm Tgm. Thus when restricted to

 T(MW X Fm - Iw) for IcI < m, Thm and ThAm 0 arm Tgm agree. The fact that they
 agree when restricted to TM, when Iw I = m is proved the same way since M.
 is decomposable. Details are left to the reader.

 Hence (XM, hm) satisfies the inductive hypotheses and therefore modulo
 2.10, the proof of Lemma B in the case m = 2? - 1 is now complete.

 Part II

 3. The proof of Lemma B in dimensions not equal to 2' - 1

 In this section we complete the proof of Lemma B by completing the

 inductive step in the case m # 2? - 1. So in this section we will continue to
 operate under inductive assumptions (2.9).
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 The added complication when m # 22 - 1 is that there is a ring generator

 in dimension m in 7r*(MO) = Z2[b,: r A 22 - 1]. Our goal is to identify this
 problem as an explicit obstruction that we can calculate and show to be zero. On

 the Thom spectrum level this is easy because by the splitting of MO/Im
 described earlier, a sphere representing an indecomposable in 'r*(MO) splits off

 of MO/Im. In Section 3.a we will show that we can correspondingly remove a

 disk from BO/Im and obtain a complex BO/Im whose Thom spectrum does not

 involve any indecomposable cobordism classes in dimension m. Then using

 techniques analogous to those used in the case m = 22 - 1 (when there are no

 m-dimensional indecomposables in q *(MO)) we show that the restriction of p to

 BO/Im lifts to a map Pm: BO/Im -+ BO(m - a(m)). Also in Section 3.a we
 show that to complete the inductive step it is sufficient to prove that Pm can be
 extended over this "indecomposable" cell. We then observe that for trivial

 reasons, this extension can be done after suspending, and also on the Thom

 spectrum level. In Section 3.b we prove, modulo a lemma, that the required

 unstable extension of Pm exists. In Section 3.c we prove the lemma.

 3.a The space BO/Im. Consider the spectrum

 MO/Im= V MIB(m - jcol)
 W * (m)

 so that

 MO/Im = MO/Im v SM.

 We shall show first that there is a subcomplex

 BO/Im c BO/Im

 whose Thom spectrum is 2-locally homotopy equivalent to MO/Im. Then, using

 techniques similar to the ones used in the case when m = 22 - 1, we will show

 that the restriction of p to BO/Im lifts to BO(m - a(m)).

 We construct the space BO/Im as follows. By standard cell-attaching

 techniques we may take the (m - 1)-skeleton of BO/Im and attach just enough
 of the m-cells to form a subcomplex

 BO/I 1) C BO/Im

 with the following properties:

 1. Hq(BO/Imm-l); Z2) Hq(BO/Im; Z2) for q < m- 1.

 2. Hq(BO/II (m). Z ) - 0 for q ? m.
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 Suppose be E 7.mMO is a decomposable element. Say be, = bil * be, as
 before. Define the manifold M. to be

 M~=M1 XMa. MW Mil X a,

 Let Mft be the space obtained by removing an n-disk from Me. So
 M =MeU D . M, is homotopy equivalent to an m- 1 dimensional CW

 complex Mm,' -. Thus there exists a map

 au,: Sm-1 Mm-'

 so that M. is homotopy equivalent to the mapping cone

 M Mm-'UDm.

 Consider the map g,: Me,, BO/Im given by the composition

 go: Mu, = Mil x M' o BO/IgI X BO/II o BO/Im.

 Now let g9: Mm-' -* BO/Im be the restriction of g,. Clearly g factors
 through BO/Iim- 1). We may then define a map

 I3uS,: S -- Mm-l BO/I(m-1)

 and can thus define a complex

 BO/IM = BO/I'M-1) U( U Dm)

 where the union is taken over all m-dimensional classes be # bm in vm MO, and
 the disk DJ, is attached to BO/ImInm) via the map PBE.

 Define a map

 im: BO/Im -* BO/Im

 to be equal to the inclusion when restricted to BO/Imm-1) and when restricted
 to the disk Dm to be the composition

 Du,m -- Mm, U Duo= Me, g- BO/II

 Clearly im is well-defined, and may, without loss of generality be assumed to be
 an inclusion of cell complexes.

 Now an easy calculation shows that the composition of Thom spectrum

 maps

 T(i )

 T(BO/II>AMO/Im= V-1W B(m

 > V 2"WIB(m - -1 MO/Im
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 induces an isomorphism of mod 2-cohomology groups, and is therefore a 2-local
 equivalence.

 Observe that we may write BO/Im = BO/Im U Dm in the following
 manner.

 Let Nm be any m-manifold that represents an indecomposable element in
 'Trm( MO).

 Let

 N'm: Nm - BO/Im

 be a lifting of the stable normal bundle map of Nm. Now as before we may give
 Nm a CW decomposition so that

 Nm = Nm'- U Dm.
 am

 Since BO/Im contains the (m - 1)-skeleton of BO/Im, the restriction of vm to

 Nm>' factors through a map

 Pm: NM-1 BO/Im.
 Let

 PM = vam: SM-1 NMm-1 BO/Im.
 A direct cohomological observation yields that

 im U VmlDm: BO/ImUDm BO/Im

 is a mod 2 homological equivalence.

 Now let p: BO/Im -* BO be the restriction of p. We now proceed to show
 that A lifts to a map

 Pm: BO/Im -* BO(m - a(m)).
 To do this, we first study the space

 Xm= H Mw xFm-iwi*
 w*+(m)

 In the case considered in the last section, when m = 2? - 1, Xm = Xm and we
 constructed a map hm: Xm Pm. This same construction yields a map in this
 case,

 hm Xm Pm

 Now let Pm be the homotopy pull-back for the square

 Pm -BO(m - a(m))

 BO/Im I BO.
 p
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 In this setting, a simple obstruction theoretic argument yields that the

 pairings of Lemma 2.10, Mr m-r: BO/Ir X BO/Imr BO/Im in fact factor
 through pairings

 Mr, m -r :BO/Ir X BO/Im - BO/Im.

 This implies that the pairings Pr m-r: Pr X Pm_ Pm factor through pairings

 Prm-r Pr X Pm-r Pm.

 Now by construction, hm: Xm Pm, when restricted to any single con-
 nected component, factors through such a pairing, and hence hm factors through

 a map, which by abuse we also call hm5

 hM: X MPM

 LEMMA 3.1. The map hm: Xm Pm satisfies the following properties:
 h..

 1. Ifgm: Xm BO/Im is the composition Xm + Pm -- BO/Im, then Tgm

 has a splitting Am: MO/Im + TXm.

 2. The following diagram of 2-local Thorn spectra homotopy commutes:

 Thin

 TXm > Tpm

 MO/Im - >TXm .
 am

 Proof Notice that this lemma is the precise analogue of Lemma B with Xm

 replacing Xm, Pm replacing Pm' etc. The proof of Lemma B in the case
 m = 2' - 1, so that Xm =Xm, given in Section 2, goes through verbatim to
 prove this lemma.

 Now the proof that Lemma B implies Theorem A (and in fact Theorem A')
 given in Section 1 also goes through verbatim with Xm replacing Xm, etc. to
 imply the following.

 LEMMA 3.2. There exists a map Om: BO/Im -+ BO(m - a(m)) that lifts A
 and that makes the following diagram of Thorn spectra homotopy commute:

 TTim
 IX em ,O.MO(m - a(m)

 MO/Im
 hm

 Here fm: Xm -* BO(m - a(m)) is the composition fi: Xm Pm -_
 BO(m - a(m)).
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 Remark. Since 3m: T(BO/Im) -+ TXm splits Tgm: TXm - T(BO/Im), the
 induced 2-local Thom spectrum map

 TOm: T(BO/Im -) MO(m - a(m))
 can be described explicitly as follows:

 TOM =Tfm ? am: T(BO/Irm - TXm -+ MO(m - a(m)).
 Our goal in the remainder of Section 3 is to prove the following.

 THEOREM 3.3. There exists a map pm: BO/Im -+ BO(m - a(m)) making
 the following diagram homotopy commute:

 Am

 BO/ImIBO(m - a(m))

 BO/Im OBO.
 pi

 Before we begin the proof of this theorem we first show how it will allow us

 to complete the inductive step in the proof of Lemma B. So assume the truth of

 Theorem 3.3 for now.

 Let Mm be any manifold that represents an indecomposable class in

 7'm(MO), and let im: Mm 4 BO/Im be any lifting of the stable normal bundle
 map. Also, let vm = Pm 0 im: Mm - BO/Im -- BO(m - a(m)). Furthermore we
 define

 Xm = XmIMm

 and the map hm: Xm Pm to be the disjoint union of hm and the composition

 Mm - BO/lIm 4 PM where sm is a section of Pm - BO/Im that exists by the
 pull-back property. The fact that the pair (Xm, hm) satisfies our inductive

 hypotheses 2.9 is clear, and its verification is left to the reader.

 We are therefore reduced to showing that the map Am extends over the final
 cell Dm making up BO/Im in such a way that the diagram in the statement of
 Theorem 3.3 homotopy commutes. We end Section 3.a by proving that this can

 be done on the Thom spectrum level and on the base space level after
 suspending. That is, we will prove the following.

 PROPOSITION 3.4. a. There exists a map tm: MO/Im -- MO(m - a(m))
 making the following diagram

 TAM

 MO/Im - MO(m - a(m)

 MO/Im Tp 0 MO

 honotopy commute.
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 b. There exists a stable map rm: Y.?BO/Im -- YBO(m - a(m)) making
 the diagram

 IPmp
 Y?BO/Im 2*??BO(m - a(m))

 Y:?BO/Im ?B
 Y.00B01Im ~ loop . O

 homotopy commute. Here Y.? is the functor that assigns to a space its associated
 suspension spectrum.

 Proof. a. Since MO/Im = MO/Im V Sm, part a follows from R. Brown's

 result [9] which states that the homomorphism 7rm(MO(m - a(m)) --f 7m(MO)
 is surjective.

 b. By Lemma 1.7 the obstruction to finding rm is cohomological. But by the
 definition of the ideal Im c H*BO and the fact that the homomorphism

 H *( BO/Im, BO/Im) --*H *( BO/Im) is injective, all such cohomological obstruc-
 tions vanish.

 3.b. Extending the map Pm. Recall that in order to complete the proof of
 Lemma B we must prove Theorem 3.3. That is, we must show that the map

 Pm: BO/Im -- BO(m - a(m)) extends to all of BO/Im in a particular manner.
 Proposition 3.4 says that such an extension exists stably (after suspending) and on

 the level of Thom spectra. Our scheme is to use the Moore-Postnikov tower for

 the map Om and the results of the previous section to prove that this stable
 extension of Pm desuspends to yield an unstable map Pm whose Thom-ification is

 the extension of Tom given in 3.4. This will be done by an inductive procedure
 which we will set up in this section. We will also reduce the inductive step to
 proving a certain lemma which we leave for section 3.c.

 We begin by observing that the map Pm: BO/Im -- BO(m - a(m)) defines
 a map

 q: BO/Imr Pm

 so that the composition BO/Im P -- BO/Im is the inclusion. Notice that in

 this setting, the existence of a map pm: BO/Im -- BO(m - a(m)) satisfying
 Theorem 3.3 would be implied by the existence of an extension of q to a map

 q: BO/Im -- P with the property that the composition BO/Im 4 P - BO/Im
 is homotopic to the identity.

 We observe that when localized at an odd prime p or at the rationals there
 is no problem in finding such an extension. We are therefore dealing with a

 2-local problem, so from here on we assume that all spaces and spectra are
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 localized at 2. (We leave the verification of these observations as an exercise for

 the reader. These localization questions have been studied in detail by Brown

 [27].)

 Define Q to be the homotopy fiber of the map P -- Sm defined by the
 composition

 P -- BO/IM -- BO/Im/BO/Im S sm.

 Now the homotopy fiber of the inclusion Q P is USm. We may therefore
 define the class a e 7r -1(Q) to be the composition

 a: S c sm -Q .

 Finally, define the space Q to be the mapping cone

 Q= QUDm.
 a

 We observe that there is a natural map Q P extending the inclusion

 Q -~ P. Furthermore since the composition BO/Im P --* Sm is null homo-

 topic, q lifts to a map which, by abuse of notation we also call j: BO/Im
 Thus Theorem 3.3 (and therefore Lemma B) will follow from:

 THEOREM 3.5. There exists a map q: BO/II M Q making the following
 diagram homotopy commute:

 BO/Im c BO/Im

 Q C Q--*P BO/Im.
 Proof Our proof will be by an inductive process using the Moore-Postnikov

 tower for the map q: BO/Im -

 (3.6) BOIM . Qj Qj - ... Qi IQQo = Q
 t t
 Li Lj_ 1 Li,

 Now let Y be the homotopy fiber of the map q: BO/Im Q. An easy
 calculation shows that after localizing at the rationals we have an isomorphism

 Tr-10F()o -7Tr(Vm-a(m))o

 for r < m - 1. (Here Vma(m) is the fiber of the map BO(m - a(m)) BO.)
 Now for m - a(m) odd these groups are zero so that in this range 7Tr- 1 is

 a finite 2-group. (Recall all spaces are localized at 2.) When m - a(m) is even we

 have that 7Tm-a(m)-l(P) -Z(2) the 2-local integers, and for m - a(m) <
 r - 1 < m - 1, lTr(- Y() is a finite 2-group.
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 Assume for now that m - a(m) is odd. As we did in Section 1 we may

 modify tower (3.6) if necessary so that there exists an integer N such that for

 i < N each map Qi -- Qi -' is a principal fibration with fibre Li a product of
 Eilenberg-MacLane spaces of type K(Z2, n) with n < m - 2, and that for

 i > N, Li is m - 2 connected, and so the pairs (Qi-1, Qi) are m - 1 connected.
 By abuse of notation we shall assume that tower (3.6) represents the first N

 stages of the modified Postnikov tower for the fibration 4: BO/I Q.
 Our goal is to use this tower to produce a map ax: Stm1 BO/Im that lifts

 a: Smi Q. Once this was done we would obtain a map

 BO/ImUDm - QUDm = Q
 a a

 extending 4. Now since the composition BO/Im U -Dm Q BO/Im
 would be a homotopy equivalence, this would allow us to construct a map

 q: BO/IM -- Q satisfying the requirements of Theorem 3.5. Since we are thus
 only interested in lifting an (m - l)-dimensional homotopy class we are justified

 in only considering the first N stages of the modified Postnikov tower for the

 map 4.

 To prove the existence of the map a: S M - BO/Im we make the
 following inductive assumptions.

 (3.7) 1. There is a lifting a,- Sm-l:S Q,- ofao=a: Sm l0Q=Q.
 2. If Qj-1 = QjilUaj 1Dm, then there exists a stable map q,-1:

 Y7'BO/Im -- 2Q. that satisfies the following properties.

 a. The following diagram homotopy commutes:

 B0-1I ' o-BO/Jo pB/
 I '  4i-1 Qj-1- 90-B /

 where qj: BO/Im Qj is given by tower (3.6).
 b. Let dm E HMBO/Im be the Thom isomorphic image of the class

 represented by the sphere in the splitting

 MO/Im = MO/Im V Sm.

 Then if 0: H.Qj- H.TQj 1 is the Thom isomorphism,

 4(qj-i*(dm)) E HmTQj-

 is spherical.

 Remark. These inductive assumptions are taken to be vacuous if j = 0.
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 Before we complete the inductive step, we make some observations about

 what the inductive hypotheses immediately imply.

 Observation 3.8. There exists a map of spectra Tj -: MO/Im TQj-i so

 that the composition MO/ImT, lTQ TO TQ --* MO/Im is the identity, and so

 that the following diagram commutes:

 1*j - 1 *

 H * MO/Im H*TQj

 H*BO/Im qj H*Qji_.

 Proof: The class 4)qj *(dm) E HmTQji is assumed to be spherical; so let

 Uj, l: Sm -* TQj1

 be a map that represents this class. Notice that by inductive assumption 2.a we

 may assume that aj-1 lifts the class represented by the sphere in the splitting
 MO/Im = MO/Im V sm. Define Tj- to be the composition

 TI : MO/I m MO/I v Sm VTQ

 Clearly Tjr - satisfies the required properties.
 Now given any stable vector bundle ' over a base space B, H *(B) can be

 given the structure of a right A-module by the following rule. If x C H *(B),

 define

 xSq' = Jrl(X(Sqn)(4.(x)))

 where again 4: H*B - H*(T(')) is the Thom isomorphism.

 Observation 3.9. The homomorphism qi : H*Qjl H*BO/Im is a
 homomorphism of both left and right A-modules.

 Proof. This follows immediately from 3.8.

 Observation 3.10. The homomorphism qi 1: H *Qj-' - H *( BO/Im) is a
 homomorphism of H*(BO)-modules.

 Proof This follows from observation 3.9 and the fact that if x is any

 cohomology class in the base space of a vector bundle and wi is the jth
 Stiefel-Whitney class of this bundle, then an easy exercise yields

 x U Wj = , (X(Sqk)(x))X(Sqj)-.
 k<j
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 Observation 3.11. The homomorphism Ti* l: HTQj1- HMO/Im is
 A( BO)-linear.

 Proof. This follows from 3.8 and 3.10 and the definition of the A(BO)-mod-
 ule structure of the cohomology of Thom spectra.

 We now proceed to complete the inductive step in our proof of Theorem
 3.5.

 Now since the fibrations Qj 1j-0 of tower (3.6) are assumed to be
 principal, there exist k invariant maps : Qj- Lj 1 with fiber Q1. Here L
 is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces with the property that L= Lj
 Notice furthermore that these k-invariants factor through Q1- l/ BO/II so that

 there is a map j: Qj- l/ BO/Im Lj 1 so that is the composition ~~~~~~ ~
 Yji

 Now notice that we have a stable equivalence of cofibers

 (3.12) 2 Q0j-1BO/IM~ = Y.?Qj-11BO/Im
 and since these spectra are m/2-connected, the projection map Y?0Q1-

 Y.0Qj-1/BO/Im desuspends to give an extension Q, 1
 Qj 1jBO/Im of the projection from Qj_1 We may therefore define an exten-
 sion

 yj: Qj~ L-
 to be the composition

 'Yj: Qj1 -* 0Qj -1/B?/Im L j, 1Y

 For j ? 1 we define Qj to be the homotopy fiber of yj. (Recall Q0 was
 previously defined to be Q.)

 Notice that the map of pairs (Qj,Qj) (Q(j Q0 ) is by construction a
 homotopy equivalence. Thus

 7rmQjxQj)- 7m(Q-1 j-1) = Z

 generated by a class al - 1 E 7m - l(Qj - i). Thus a-1 lifts to a map a j S m - i
 and it is immediately verified that

 Qi jQUDm.
 a)

 (Again, for j = 0, a0 is taken to be a: Sm-1 Q.)
 To complete the inductive step we must construct a stable map

 qj: BO/Im -Qj that satisfies certain properties. In what follows we will
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 assume that j > 0. At the end of Section 3.c we will describe the modification of

 the argument necessary for j = 0.

 The following is the first step in constructing the map qj.

 PROPOSITION 3.13. a. There exists a stable lifting q': Y.'BO/Im ? Y'Qj of
 qj1 that extend3s 4j: BO/Im -Q c Q j.

 b. There exists a lifting Tj: MO/Im -- TQj of Tj-l that extends
 Tqj: MO/Im -* TQ, c TQj.

 Remark. After this proposition is proved we will then have to show that q,

 can be adjusted to make a map qj that satisfies the inductive hypothesis
 (3.7: 2.b). That is, (F(qj*(dm)) E HmTQj is spherical.

 Proof of 3.13. Recall that the k invariant Yj: Qj-l L. 1 factors through
 Qj- l/BO/Im stably, and so the composite BO/Im qT4-)1 Lj is null. Now
 let c(yj): Qi -I Lj 1 A BO' be the composition

 c(-yj): Qi- l " fLill x BO iLl x BOILil x*

 where fj1> is the classifying map. By the results of Section l.a, through
 dimension m, c( yj) is the projection onto the cofiber Qj- Qj-l/Qj.

 Now since ql.1 is a homomorphism of H*(BO)-modules (3.10), the com-
 position

 BO/Im Qjl j .Lj A BO+
 Mqj-1 c(-y1 ) il

 is zero in cohomology, and therefore is null homotopic. Thus qj lifts to a map

 q': BO/Im -* Qj. Moreover, since the inclusion BO/Im c BO/Im induces a
 surjection in cohomology, q' may be chosen so that it extends qj: BO/Im
 Qj C Qj-

 The existence of a map Ti: MO/Im -, TQj satisfying 3.13 is proved the
 same way, using the fact that Ti7 1: H*TQj.l --* H*MO/Im is A(BO)-linear
 (3.11). Details are left to the reader. This completes the proof of Prop. 3.13.

 We now proceed to show that the stable map q': BO/Im Qj can be
 modified to a map qj so as to satisfy the inductive hypotheses (i.e. such that
 (Dqj*(dm) is spherical). In order to do this, we shall introduce an intermediate
 space F and study stable maps from BO/Im to F. This is done for technical
 reasons that will become apparent later.
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 Consider the following diagram of fibration sequences:

 Ft - > -Y~- Q/B

 1 1= pi
 F ----- Q - --- Q/B A K.

 Here Q/B is the quotient Q0j- BO/Im' which as observed before (3.12) is
 stably homotopy equivalent to the stable quotient Qj -/BO/Im. The map p' is

 an extension of the projection Qj-1 Q/B that stably is the projection map
 Qj - 1 - YY(Qj i/BO/Im). As defined above, the k-invariant yj: Qj 1 -L
 factors through p'. The space Q/B A K is defined to be a product of Eilenberg-

 MacLane spaces that corresponds to the spectrum Q/B A K(Z2). More precisely

 Q/B A K = limgq(Q/B A K(Z2,q)).
 q

 The map i: Q/B -- Q/B A K is the usual inclusion i: Q/B = Q/B A S0

 Q/B A K. The map p: Qj - Q/B A K is defined to be i o p'. Finally, the
 spaces F' and F are defined to be the homotopy fibers of p' and p respectively.

 Now observe that the k-invariant yj: Qj - Lj 1 not only factors through
 p', but also factors (up to homotopy) through p: Qj -1 Q/B A K since Lj 1 is
 Eilenberg-MacLane, and since i: Q/B -- Q/B A K induces a surjection in
 cohomology. Thus we have a homotopy lifting

 1: F -Qj

 of the inclusion F -- Qj-1. Notice, moreover, that we may assume without loss
 of generality that the map qj: BO/Im Qj -Qj in fact factors through F'.
 That is, there is a map g: BO/Im -* F' so that qj is the composition

 qj: BOII,,,*F Qj.

 Thus in order to complete the inductive step it suffices to prove the following.

 PROPOSITION 3.14. There is a stable map g: Y:?BO/Im ?-- YF that extends
 g and lifts qj- 1: Y. ?BO/Im -- YQj_ and so that the Thom isomorphic image,
 IF(g *(d m)) E HmTF is spherical.

 Proof We first observe that the stable cofiber of the map F -- Qj- is,
 through dimension m, equivalent to Q/B A K A BO', by the results of Section

 l.a; and that the projection map Q-1 -- Qj11/F = Q/B A K A BO' is given
 by

 c(p): Qj- + PQ/B A K X BO - Q/B A K A BO+
 p xfj_ 1 project
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 where fj 1 is the classifying map. Thus to obtain a stable lifting

 g': Y?BO/Im Y?F

 of qj, we need to show that the stable composition

 BO/Im Qj- Q/B A K A BO+

 is null homotopic. To do this, recall that by 3.10 the homomorphism q7-1 is

 H *(BO)-linear. Since q is surjective, this says that the inclusion of the kernel,

 which is given by p'*: H*(Q/B) -- H*(Qj-1), is H*(BO)-linear. By the
 definition of the H*(BO)-structure and of the map p: Qj-l Q/B A K, this
 says that the following diagram homotopy commutes:

 p

 Qjl --- pQ/B A K

 Q/B A BO+A K
 where A is defined as follows. Consider the map of pairs

 1 X fi :(jl (1, B/Im) *('j- X BOBO/Im X BO).
 This induces a stable map of quotients Q/B -- Q/B A BO+. A is the smash of
 this map with the identity of K.

 Thus, since p ? qj1-: BO/Im Q- 1 -j Q/B A K is null homotopic, so is
 the composition c(p) ? qj -. Therefore there is a stable lifting g': BO/Im -- F of
 qj-,. Moreover, since the inclusion BO/Im BO/Im induces a surjection in
 cohomology, g' may be chosen so that it extends g: BO/Im - F.

 We now proceed to study possible choices of such liftings g': BO/Im -* F.
 For ease of notation let F/B denote the quotient F/ BO/Im, F/B =

 F/ BO/Im, and let T(F/B) and T(F/B) denote the quotients of the correspond-

 ing Thom spectra. Here F is the pullback of F -- Qj- over Q. l Qj-
 Observe that the existence of a stable extension g' of g allows us to construct a

 map of quotients

 E(g'): Sm = BO/Im/BO/Im -- F/B.

 Observe that the projection onto the cofiber of E(g') is a retraction

 r(g'): F/B -- F/B of the inclusion i: F/B = F/BO/Im - F/B.
 Now suppose for the moment that we can find a stable lifting g' as above so

 that E(g'): Sm -- F/B has the property that 4e(g')*[Sm] E HMT(F/B) is
 spherical. Under these conditions we then let g = g': Y.00BO/IM Y:??F.

 We now show that g satisfies 3.14, that is, that 4D(g *(dm)) E HmTF is
 spherical.
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 First observe that the splitting MO/Im= V21w1B(m - IwI) implies that
 Hm(MO/Im) is all spherical, since for I ' I < m the homological dimension of
 21IwB(m - IwI) is m - a(m - IwI) < m. Thus the image of g*: Hm(BO/Im)
 HmF consists entirely of classes with spherical Thom isomorphic image in HmTF.

 Now consider the following commutative diagram:

 BO/Im g F

 Sm = BO/Im/BO/Im F/B.

 Since 4e(g) [Sm] E HmTF/B is spherical we have that the entire image of the

 composition HMBO/Im -- HxF -- HmF/B has spherical Thom isomorphic
 image. Now since Tg*: 7T*MO/Im --* TF is a monomorphism, and thus
 * TF -- g * T(F/B) is an epimorphism, there is a class a E 7TmTF whose
 Hurewicz image [a] E HmTF has the property that [a] - (F(g*(dm)) E HmTF

 projects to zero in HmT(F/B). Thus [a] - 4F(g*(dj)) is in the image of g*:
 HmMO/Im * HmTF, and hence is spherical. Thus fg*(d ) is spherical as well.
 Hence g satisfies 3.14.

 Thus we have reduced 3.14 to proving the following:

 LEMMA 3.15. There exists a class E' e grsF/B satisfying the following

 properties:

 a. The wedge map i V e': F/B V Stm F/B is a homotopy equivalence,
 where i is the inclusion of F/B = P/ BO/Im into F/B.

 b. Let r(E'): F/B -- F/B be the retraction defined by this homotopy
 equivalence, and let

 g: 2YBO/Im 32F

 be the inclusion of the stable fiber of the composition F -- F/B -- F/B. Then g

 lifts q,_ 1: BO/Im Qj-1 r('t)
 c. ()Ec* [Sm] E HmT(F/B) is spherical.

 In order to prove this lemma we will describe a necessary and sufficient
 condition or a stable (relative) homotopy class to have spherical Thom isomorphic
 image.

 So let X be any space, A --* X a subspace (possibly A is empty), and let
 f: X -* BO be a map that classifies stable bundles over X and A whose Thom
 spectra we denote by TX and TA. We let T(X/A) be the quotient TX/TA.

 Let A: T(X/A) -- X/A A MO be the Thom-ification of the map of pairs
 (X, A) -- (X X BO, A X BO)

 lXf

 (If A = 0, A: TX -X+A MO).
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 Let M = MO/S0 be the cofiber of the unit u: S- MO and define

 A: T(X/A) -* X/A A M
 A project

 to be the composition A: T(X/A) -X/A A MO - X/A A M. (Again if

 A =0, A: TX --3XVA M.) Finally, define

 U(X/A) T(X/A)

 to be the inclusion of the stable fiber of A: T(X/A) -* X/A A MO. Notice that
 U(X/A) is the stable pull-back for the square

 U(X/A) > T(XIA) or, if A = 0, U(X) T(X)

 X/A -y-- X/AAMO X+ i X+AMO

 where i = 1 A u: X/A = X/A A So -* X/A A MO.

 LEMMA 3.16. A class a e z7rs(X/A) has spherical Thom isomorphic image

 in HmT(X/A) if and only if it lifts to an element a"' c grmU(X/A).

 Proof Suppose a c msm(X/A) lifts to a' c msU(X/A). Let ,B c v7mT(X/A)
 be the image of a' under the map in the above diagram. By the commutativity of

 the diagram A.[/3] = [a] ? u c Hm(X/A) ? HOMO c Hm(X/A A MO). By
 the definition of the Thom isomorphism (cup product with the Thom class in

 cohomology) it is then clear that a and ,B have Thom isomorphic Hurewicz

 images in Hm( X/A) and HmT(X/A) respectively.

 Conversely, suppose that a c msm(X/A) has spherical Thom isomorphic
 image in HmT(X/A). That is, suppose there is a class /3 c gmT(X/A)) so that

 [,8] = 4*[a] e HmT(X/A). Thus in cohomology, the homomorphisms
 a*: H*X/A H*(Sm) and /3*: H*T(X/A) - H*(Sm) are Thom isomorphic
 images of each other.

 Now as observed in the calculations made to prove observations 3.9-3.11,

 this means that a* is a homomorphism of both left and right A-modules, and

 therefore a* is a homomorphism of H*(BO)-modules, and ,B* is a homomor-

 phism of A(BO)-modules. Now since the A(BO)-structure of H*(Sm) is trivial

 this implies that if w e HrBO with r 2 1, and if x e HqX/A is any class, then

 under composition H*(X/A A MO) -\ H*T(X/A) / H *Sm x (? (w U u)

 maps to zero. Dually this clearly says that [/3] E HmT(X/A) maps under A*
 to i*[a] = a ? u e Hm(X/A A MO). Furthermore, since X/A A MO is

 Eilenberg-MacLane, this says that A*/3 = i*a e 7Tm(X/A A MO). By the pull-
 back property of the above diagram this says that a and /3 lift to a class

 a' e msmU(X/A). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.16.
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 Observe that by this lemma, condition c in Lemma 3.15 can be replaced by
 the following.

 Condition 3.15.c'. e' E X7f(F/B) lifts to g.U(F/B).
 This is the form in which we will prove Lemma 3.15.

 The next major step in our proof of 3.15 is to reduce it to the existence of a
 class y E 7TmU(Q/B) satisfying certain properties. (This will be Lemma 3.17). In

 order to do this we make use of the spectrum C defined to be the stable fiber of

 the map p: Qj 1 -* Q/B A K, and let C be the stable fiber of the restriction of
 p to Q0 j. By the strict commutativity of the diagram

 Qi- Q/B

 l/B \A K
 we have an induced stable map of stable fibers

 j: BO/Im C.

 Similarly, by the strict commutativity of the diagram

 Qj-1 > Q/BAK

 Q/B ABO+/AK

 we have an induced map of stable fibers

 U: C F,

 and hence a map of cofibers C/B -- F/B - F/B.
 Notice that in the above diagram if we replaced Qj-1 by Qj- then the

 diagram would only homotopy commute, and a choice of homotopies would yield

 a choice of extensions of u: C F to a map C F. We will have to choose this
 extension carefully.

 Notice that the composition BO/Im C Qj- 1 - BO/Im is homotopic
 to the identity, and therefore induces a splitting C BO/Im V C/B, where

 C/B = C/BO/Im = C/BO/Im = Y-1Q/B A K/S0. The map C/B -* F/B is
 given by the composition

 C/B 2-1[Q/B A K/Q/B A SO]

 - y-'[ Q/B A BO+A K/Q/B A SO] - F/B.

 Similarly, let TC be the stable fiber of the map Tp: TQ -+ T(Q/B) A K,
 and let TC be the fiber of the restriction of Tp to TQ. Then a similar
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 analysis shows that the induced map Tj: MO/Im -* TC yields a splitting
 TC MO/Im V T(C/B), where T(C/B) = TC/MO/Im Y r 1T(Q/B) A
 K/S0. Notice further that we have a Thom isomorphism 4F: H*C -. H*TC
 induced by the Thom isomorphism (F: H*BO/Im * H*MO/Im and (F:
 H*Q/B -- H*T(Q/B). Hence the maps j: BO/Im -- C and Tj: MO/Im TC
 preserve the Thom isomorphism.

 Also observe that by the strict commutativity of the square

 Tp 1TQ/B A K
 A A 1

 TQ; 1 TC(P QB A MO A K
 TC(P)

 there is a canonical map, TC -* TF, and hence of cofibers T(C/B) T(F/B)
 which is given by the composition

 T(C/B) 2-1[T(Q/B) A K/T(Q/B) A SO]

 ~ z1[Q/B A MO A K/T(Q/B) A SO] - T(F/B).

 Notice that by the naturality of these constructions, the induced maps
 C F-* and TC -- TF preserve the Thom isomorphism.

 We can summarize these preservations of Thom isomorphism statements as

 follows. The Thom isomorphism (F: H*C -- H*TC induces an A(BO)-module
 structure on H*TC, and therefore a map A: TC -* C+A MO. Then U(C), may
 be defined as the stable pull-back for the square

 U(C) T(C)

 1 A5
 C+ - iC+A MO,

 and U(C) is defined similarly. The above compatibility of the Thom isomor-
 phisms coming from the maps j: BO/Im -* C, Tj: MO/Im -* TC, and from
 C F-* and TC -* TF implies that we get induced maps of the appropriate
 pull-back squares, and in particular maps U(BO/Im) -* U(C) and U(C) -, U(F)
 that make the following diagram homotopy commute:

 U U BO1IM) U(Bol?/m)

 U(F) D U( ) U(C) U(C)

 We therefore have an induced map of quotients U(F/B) -3 U(F/C).
 Now consider the map E: Sm = B/B -- Q/B and its projection to Q/C,

 Ec: Sm . Q/B -- Q/C. These maps are induced by the strict commutativity of
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 the diagram

 BO/Im '_. >BO/Im

 C ---~~ qc Qj- 1

 where qc, is the inclusion of the stable fiber of p: Q- 1 -3 Q/B A K.
 Our goal is to show that e : S'm -* Q/C lifts to a map y: Sm -* U(F/BJ.

 Once this is done we would let e': Sm -* F/B be the composition Sm

 U(F/B) -* F/B. Clearly e' satisfies conditions a and c' of Lemma 3.15. We now
 show that e' satisfies condition 3.15.b.

 Let r(e'): F/B -* F/B and r(e'): F/C -, F/C be the projections onto the
 cofiber of e' and e' respectively. By assumption e' lifts eC so the following

 diagram homotopy commutes:

 F - F/B - )F/B

 Fj- 1 +Fc/C -WF/C

 where rc is the projection onto the cofiber of ec. Thus if we let g: BO/Im F
 and gc: C -* F be the inclusions of the stable fibers of the above maps F -* F/B
 and F -* F/C respectively, then the following diagram homotopy commutes:

 BO/Im j >C = C
 gl jgc lqc

 F = F - F 'Qj-1

 But since qc o j = qj-: BO/Im Qj- Q , condition 3.15.b is therefore satisfied.
 Hence we are reduced to showing that the map ec: Sm --* Q/B -* Q/C lifts

 to U(F/B).

 To construct such a lifting, we study the map U(F/B) -- U(Q/B) in more
 detail. Notice that the cofiber of this map is U(Q/F) = U(Q/B A BO+ A K)

 Q/B A U(BO) A K. The projection onto the cofiber, 3: U(Q/B),
 Q/B A U(BO) A K is the map of stable fibers induced by the strict commutativ-
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 ity of the diagram

 A\ C i A rAl
 TQ/B - IB A MO AQIB A MO \ K Q/B A MO A K

 j A1AAA1 j1AAA1
 Q/B A M -Q/B A BO+A M- Q/B A BO+A MAK -Q/B A BO+A M AK, AA1 i rAl

 where r denotes the projection onto the cofiber of e: Sm- Q/B. Thus 8 factors
 as the composition

 8: U(Q/3)-Q/13A U(BO)AK -Q/B A U(BO) AK.
 38 rAl

 Now an easy calculation shows that HO(U(BO)) = Z/2 = go(U(BO) A K).
 Let v: S- U(BO) A K be the generator, and consider the class

 e A v: Sm = Sm / So -? Q/B A U(BO) A K.

 The following lemma is the tool needed to construct the required lifting of

 Sm Q/B - Q/C to U(F/C). We postpone its proof until the next section.

 LEMMA 3.17. e A v: Sm -- Q/B A U(BO) A K lifts to a class

 YE G7TmU(Q/B).

 Assuming 3.17, we now show that Sm -* Q/B -* Q/C lifts to U(F/B), and
 therefore to U(F/C).

 Let y E grmU(Q/B) be as in 3.17. Since (r A 1)*(e A v) = 0 in

 7Tm(Q/B A K A U(BO)), then by the factorization of 8 given above, 3 *( y) = 0.

 Thus y lifts to a class y E G gmU(F/B). We now show that jy is a lifting of
 Sm Q/B-* Q/C.

 To see this, observe that since the compositions U( Q/B)
 T(Q/B) -* Q/B A MO A K and

 iA

 U(Q/3) Q/A A K A UBO -Q/BA MO A K

 are homotopic, we have that the composite Sm - U(Q/B) -* T(Q/B) -* Q/B
 A MO A K is homotopic to e A U: Sm A So Q/B A MO A K, where u e
 7TO(MO A K) = Z/2 is the generator. But this clearly implies that the composi-
 tion Sm -- U(Q/B) -* TQ/B represents the Thom isomorphic image, 4[e] e
 HmTQ/B. Hence y, and therefore y, lifts a class e G 7mQ/B that has the same

 Hurewicz image in HmQ/B as does E E 7TmQ/B.

 Now Q/C = Q/C V Sm 5 (Q/B A K) V Sm. Thus the composition
 Sm Q/B Q/C is null homotopic. Hence the composition Sm U(F/B)
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 U(F/C) lifts the composite Sm Q/B -- Q/C, which as observed above,
 completes the proof of Lemma 3.15.

 3.c Proof of Lemma 3.17 and the case j = 0. We begin by proving Lemma

 3.17. This is the final step in the proof of 3.15, which was the last loose end in the

 completion of the inductive step in the proof of Theorem 3.5 in the case j > 0.

 We will end this section by proving that the inductive hypotheses hold in the

 case j = 0.

 Proof of 3.17. Recall that 3: U(Q/B) - Q/B \A U(BO) A K is the map of
 fibers induced by the strict commutativity of the diagram

 TQ/B - Q/B A MO A K

 (3.18) j1XAA1

 Q/BA i(Al)A QB A BO+A M AK

 Consider another map, 3: U(Q/B) Q/B A U(BO) A K defined to be the
 map of fibers induced by the strict commutativity of the diagram

 iA

 TQ/B 0Q/B A MO A K
 (3.19) 1 A A A 1

 Q/B A M \ Q/B A BO+A M AK

 Since the two maps AI = i(A A 1) and A r = i(l A A) from Q/B A M AK
 to Q/B A BO+ A M A K are not the same, the two induced maps of fibers, 8
 and a, are not homotopic. Our goal then is to find a subspace Z - UQ/B with
 the following properties:

 (3.194) a. The restrictions of 8 and 3 to Z are homotopic maps Z

 Q/B A U(BO) A K, and
 b. There is an element Te e 7TmTQ/B whose Hurewicz image is the

 Thom isomorphic image, F*[e] e HmTQ/B, and such that Te lifts
 to an element in TmZ. (Note: By 3.16 we know that Te lifts to

 ,rmU( Q/B3).)

 Before we construct a space Z with these properties, we will show how it

 will allow us to produce the required lifting of e A v: S /'\ SA - Q/B A
 U(BO) A K to 7TmU(Q/B).

 By property b, Te E 7TmT(Q/B) lifts to gmZ. Choose any such lifting and
 let y: Sm -* U(Q/B) be its image in X7TmU(Q/B). We claim that 8*(y) = e A V.
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 To prove this, by property a, it is sufficient to show that d*(y) = E A v. To see
 this, notice that diagram (3.19) strictly factors into the diagram

 (3.20)

 T(Q/B) - Q/B A MO A K Q/BAMOAK
 J|project |1 A A 1

 Q/B AM --i * Q/BIAAMAK A Q/B A BO+A M AK.
 (=1AAA1)

 Thus the induced map of fibers, D, factors as a composition

 (3.201) @: U(Q/!3>)Q/B A S0 A K )- Q/B A U(BO) A K.
 2 lAvAl

 The map ( in this composition is clearly given up to homotopy as the composite

 : U(Q/B )-T(Q/B3) Q/B A MO Q/B A K
 j A ~~~~lAu

 where u represents the Thom class, and j is the inclusion of the stable fiber of A.

 We now compute:

 = (1 A v A 1)*(1 A u)*A*j*(Y)

 = (1 A v A 1)*(1 A u)* A *(Te), by the definition of y,

 = (1 A V A 1)*(E A 1), since [Te] = D*[e],

 = E A V.

 We are therefore reduced to constructing a subspace Z c U(Q/B) satisfy-

 ing properties a and b above.

 Let the space Z be the stable pull-back for the diagram

 Z Q/BA SoAK

 1 ~ ~~~~~ 1A VA 1
 U(Q/B)- > Q/1 A UBO A K.

 By the factorization of d given above, the restrictions of 8 and d to Z are clearly

 homotopic. We now proceed to verify that there is an appropriate element

 TE 7TmTQ/B that lifts to rmZ.
 To do this we first study the map

 1 U(Q/B) A K - (Q/B A UBO A K) A K -* Q/B A UBO A K,
 8A1 1A/i

 where Iu: K A K -* K is the cup product pairing. Next, D1: U(Q/B) A K
 Q/B A UBO A K is defined similarly. Notice that 8 and D factor as 81 o i and
 di o i: U(Q/B) -* U(Q/B) A K -* Q/B A UBO A K, respectively.
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 We first show how to produce liftings in 'rmU(Q/B) A K in the kernel of the

 difference homomorphism (61 - dl).. To do this consider the following strictly
 commutative diagram:

 TQ/BA K QIB A MO A K
 A A 11 jAr A 1

 Q/B A MO A K A- 1 Q/B A BO+A MO A K.

 By standard considerations, A*: H.TQ/B -* H*Q/B A MO is a mono-
 morphism, and its image is precisely the kernel of the difference homomorphism

 (or- A,)*: H*(Q/B A MO) -- H*(Q/b A BO+A MO).

 Similarly, define the vector space V c H*(Q/B A M) to be the kernel of the
 difference homomorphism

 (or - Ai)*: H*(Q/i3 A M) -H*(Q/ A BO+A M).
 Then define K(V) to be the wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra so that

 'r * K(V) = V. Notice that there is a canonically defined map j: K(V)

 Q/B A M AK so that the compositions (ALI A 1)o j and (Ar A 1)o j: K(V)
 Q/B A M AK -* Q/B A BO+A M AK are homotopic.

 Now observe that since the vector spaces H* TQ/B and V are both kernels
 of the appropriate difference homomorphisms, we get an induced map

 d: TQ/B A K -* K(V)

 so that Ai A 1: TQ/B A K -* Q/B A M AK factors as TQ/B A K-d
 K(V) Q/BAM AK.

 We define W to be the stable homotopy fiber of d: TQ/B A K -* K(V).
 This factorization of idi allows us to construct a map of stable fibers W -
 U(Q/B) A K. (Notice there are many choices of such maps.)

 LEMMA 3.21. There is a map of stable fibers 4: W -* U(Q/B) A K so that
 through dimension m, Dl o 4 and O1 o ( are homotopic.

 Proof Observe that d: TQ/B A K -- K(V) is a map between Eilenberg-
 MacLane spectra that in cohomology preserves Steenrod algebra generators.

 Thus W is Eilenberg-MacLane. If D: 2'-'K(V) -* W is the connecting map in
 d

 the cofibration sequence W -* TQ/B A K -* K(V) we then have a splitting

 W Im(D) V Ker(d), where Im(D) is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum with

 ST *Im(D) = Image(D *: ST * - 'K(V) S * W). Similarly Ker(d) is Eilenberg-
 MacLane with r7*Ker(d) = kernel(d*: rT*TQ/B A K --* *K(V)). We will
 choose our map 4: W -* U(Q/B) A K to be a map of stable fibers that preserves
 Steenrod algebra generators in cohomology (and hence is determined by its
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 induced homomorphism in homotopy groups). Notice that such maps 4 agree

 when restricted to Im(D) since they all must induce a homotopy commutative

 diagram

 j ~~~~~~Ar -'Al
 Y - 'K(V) Y2 r/B A M AK-A 'Q/B A BO+A M AK

 Im(D)-W U------(Q/B) A K- -Yr' Q/B A U(BO) A K,

 where the vertical maps are the connecting maps from the cofibration sequences

 defining the stable fibers W. U(Q/B) A K and Q/B A U(BO) A K, respec-
 tively. Notice also that by the definition of K(V), the horizontal composition

 (A r - AL) o j in the top row is null homotopic. Thus for any such map of stable

 fibers 0, the restrictions of 61( and Djp to Im(D) are homotopic. Thus, by the
 splitting W - Im(D) V Ker(d) we are reduced to proving the following:

 Claim. There is a homotopy lifting a: Ker(d) -* U(Q/B) A K of the
 inclusion i: Ker(d) T(Q/B) A K so that through dimension m,

 (81 a)* = (DJ 0a)*: 7T*Ker(d) -* r7(Q/B A UBO A K).
 Proof We will study the difference homomorphism

 (8l- al)*: T*U(Q/b) A K -* T*Q/B A U(BO) A K
 in terms of "algebraic mapping cones." More specifically, for any space X let

 C*(X) be the Z/2-singular chain complex of X, and let f: X -* Y be any map.
 Recall that the algebraic mapping cone, C*(f) of the induced chain map f*:

 C *(X) -* C*(Y) is the chain complex with n-chains CQ(f) = Cj(Y) @ C.- l(X)
 with boundary map df: CQ(f) - C.-1(f) given by the formula df(a, b) =
 (dy(a) + f*(b), dx(b)), where dx and dy are the boundary maps in C*(X) and
 C*(Y) respectively. Recall that the mapping cone M(f) of the map f: X -* Y
 has homology H*M(f) = H*(C*(f), df). Recall furthermore that this construc-
 tion is natural in the sense that if we have a strictly commutative diagram

 X - Y,

 then the induced map of mapping cones, m(g): M(f) -* M(f') can be calcu-
 lated in homology via the chain map
 (3.22)

 92 E gl*: C*(f) = C*(Y) ED C*_1(X) -* C*(Y') @ C*_1(X') = C*(f').
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 We now apply this construction to study the maps 81 and

 d1: U(Q/h)AK-*Q/BA U(BO)AK.
 So consider the strictly commutative diagrams

 TQ/B - Q/B A TQ TQ/B Q/B A TQ

 LAA IAl=AA1 LAr {Ar=1AA

 Q/B A TQ -Q/B A Q+A TQ Q/B A TQ -Q/B A Q+A TQ,

 where Q = Qj and TQ is the cofiber of the Thom map S0 -* TQ. Since the
 classifying map Q -* BO is m/2-connected, as is Q/B, we have natural m-
 dimensional equivalences of mapping cones M(A) = 2U(Q/B) and M(1 A A)
 = EQ/B A U(BO). Moreover, with respect to these equivalences, the induced

 maps of mapping cones m(A,) A 1 and

 m(Ar) A 1: M(L-) A K -* M(1 A A) A K

 are 61 and D1 respectively. Thus to compute (61 - D1)* in homotopy groups we
 are reduced to computing m(AL)* - m(Ar)* in homology, which we will do
 using algebraic mapping cones. However, for reasons that will become apparent,

 we will use the following slight modification of the singular complex for our
 calculation.

 Replace I: TQ -* Q+A TQ and 1 A A: Q+A TQ -* Q+A Q+A TQ by
 the inclusions into their mapping cylinders, and replace pcI and Ad: Q Q A TQ -
 Q+ A Q+A TQ by the induced canonical map of mapping cylinders. Make the

 same replacements for the restrictions A: MO/Im BO/II A TQ,

 1 A : BO/II A TQ -* BO/II A Q+A TQ, and Al and Ar: BO/II A TQ
 BQ/Im A Q +A TQ. By abuse of notation we will not change the names of these
 maps. Indeed these changes are made only so that we may assume that the

 induced map of singular chains A* : C *( TQ) -* C *( Q + A TQ) and its restriction

 A*: C*(MO/Im) -* C*(BO/II A TQ) are monomorphisms.
 The following observation will allow us to complete the proof of the claim.

 Observation 3.23. Let Z*(X) -- C*(X) denote the cycles, and
 p: Z*(X) -* H*(X) the projection map. Then there are sections t1: H*(TQ/B)
 -* Z*(TQ/B) and t: H*(Q/B A TQ) -* Z*(Q/B A TQ) of these projections
 that make the following diagram commute:

 z*(TQ/B) Z*(Ql A TQ)
 ti t2

 H*(TQ/B) * H* (Q/B A TQ).
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 Proof Let L*: Z'*(TQ) -. Z,(Q+A TQ) be the inclusion of those cycles
 that are homologous to cycles in the image of L-*: Z*(TQ) -* Z*(Q+A TQ).
 Since 2i*: H*(TQ) -* H*(Q+A TQ) is injective in positive dimensions, the
 projection p: Z*(TQ) -+ H*(Q+A TQ) restricts to a projection p': Z*(TQ) -
 H *(TQ). By letting Z' (TQ/B) be the quotient of the inclusion Z *(MO/Im)

 Z *(TQ) '- Z '(TQ), we have an induced projection of quotients

 p': Z*(TQ/1) -* H*(TQ/H*MO/lm) = H*(TQ/B).

 We will first show that p' has a section s', and p: Z*(Q/B A TQ)
 H*(Q/B A TQ) a section s, that are compatible under the inclusion
 S*: Z'*(TQ/B) -*_Z*(Q/B A TQ).

 Let si: H*(MO/IIj- Z*(MO/Im) be any section of the projection
 p: Z*(MO/Im) -* H*(MO/Im). Recall that p is a surjection of Z/2-vector
 spaces so that such a section exists. Since A *: H*(MO/Im) -* H*(BO/I A TQ)
 is injective in positive dimensions, s, can be extended to a section

 S2: H*(WB/Im A TQ) Z* A TQ).

 Similarly, since q*: H*(BO/II A TQ) H*(H +A TQ) is injective, s2 can be
 extended to a section s3: H*(Q+A TQ) , Z*(Q+A TQ).

 Now observe that the image of the composition H *(TQ)

 H*(Q+ A TQ) -* Z*(Q+ A TQ) lies in the image of L*: Z'*(TQ)
 Z (Q A TQ). Hence this composition factors uniquely through a map

 S4: H*(TQ) - Z'*(TQ). Note that S4 is a section of p': Z'*(TQ) -* H*(TQ) in
 positive dimensions, since S3 is a section, and since A *: H * TQ -* H *(Q + A TQ)
 is injective in positive dimensions. Notice furthermore that since the composi-

 tions q*? A*: H*MO/Im -* H*(BO/II A TQ) -* H*(Q+ A TQ) and
 o* Tq*: H*MO/Im -* H*(TQ) -H*(H(+QA TQ) are equal, then by the prop-
 erties of the sections Si described above, we have that the compositions

 4 Tq*: H*MO/Im -' H*TQ - Z'*(TQ)

 and q o s1 H*MO/Im Z*(MO/Im) - Z'(TQ) are equal. Hence we can
 pass to quotients and get sections

 s8: H*(TQ/B) = H*(TQ)/H*(MO/Im) Z;(TQ)/Z*(MO/Im)

 = z'*(TQ/i3)

 and

 s: H*(Q/B A TQ) = H*(Q+A TQ)/H*(BO/Im A TQ)

 Z*(Q+A TQ)/Z*(BO/I+ A TQ) -* Z*(Q/i3 A TQ)
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 that make the following diagram commute:

 Z'*(TQli3) z Z(Q/B A TQ)

 Is' *s
 H*(TQ/B) _ *H(Q/B A TQ).

 We now adjust s' so that it has image in the singular cycles Z *(TQ/B)

 Z, (TQ/B). To do this consider the following diagram of short exact sequences:

 0 0 0

 1 1 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
 O B (TQ113) fB' (TQli3) - B' 1B 0

 O- oZ(QB pZ'(TQ113) Z'/ 10

 1P _PII
 O ,--)H*(TQ/B) 0 H (TQli3) - p >0

 where B *(TQ/B) and B'*(TQ/B) denote the kernels of p and p'. Notice that

 B'*/B = Z'*/Z*. Notice also that ': B'*(TQ/B) -* B'*/B is a surjection of
 Z/2-vector spaces and so it has a section el: B'*/B -* B'*(TQ/B). Let
 e: Z'*/Z * Z'*(TQ/B) be the induced section of ': Z'*(TQ/B) -*Z'*/Z
 namely,

 el
 e: Z'*/Z B'=/B B' (TQ/B) Z'*(TQ/ )

 Now let s': H*(TQ/B) Z'*(TQ/B) be as above. Define tl to be the
 difference t1 = - e o07o s': H*(TQ/B) Z*(TQ/B). Notice that 7 ot =
 V', - es'= I'T- ITS' = 0, so that t1 takes values in Z*(TQ/B). Moreover

 tl is a section of p because p o tl = p'o tl = p's' - p'ers'= 1- p'j'elrs= 1,
 since p'j' = 0.

 Now since A'*: Z'*(TQ/B) -* Z*(Q/B A TQ) is monic, there is an
 extension 9: Z*(Q/B A TQ) -* Z'*/Z* of ': Z'*(TQ/B) -* Z'*/Z*. Let
 f: Z'*/Z -* Z*(Q/B A TQ) be the composition f = '*oe: Z'*/Z
 Z*(TQ/B) -* Z*(Q/B A TQ). Finally, define t2 to be the difference t2 =
 s - fo 0 Vo s: H*(Q/B A TQ) -* Z*(Q/B A TQ), where s is as above. Rea-
 soning like that above proves that t2 is a section. The fact that t1 and t2 satisfy
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 3.23 now follows from the compatibility of the sections s' and s, and the

 definitions of e and f.

 We now use 3.23 to complete the proof of the claim. Consider the

 homomorphism

 a*: ST * (Ker(d)) -* C*(A) = C,(Q/i3 A TQ) @ C*jTQ/),
 defined by a*(x) = (0, t *i*(x)), where t1 is as in 3.23 and i* is induced by the
 inclusion i: Ker(d) -* TQ/B A K. Now since the image of i*: g *Ker(d)
 'r7*(TQ/B A K) = H*(TQ/B) lies in the kernel of -A*: H*(TQ/B)
 H*(Q/B A M) = Y*(Q/B A TQ), through dimension m, then by 3.23 and the
 definition of the boundary map d@ of the algebraic mapping cone C*(A), we

 have that @, o a * = 0. Hence a * induces a map a *: g *-1Ker(d) -* H*(M(A))
 which lifts the inclusion i *: 7T * - Ker(d) -* H*( TQ/B). Furthermore, on the
 chain level we can compute m(A ) * o a * by formula 3.22; namely,

 m(AL)* o a*(x) = m(AL)*(O, t1*i*(x)) = (0, A *tl*i*(x)).

 Similarly, m (Ar)* o a *(x) also equals (O, A *t1*i*(x)). Thus

 (m(A1)* - m(Ar)*)oa* = 0.
 By the above remarks, these properties translate to the existence of a

 homomorphism a *: ST *Ker(d) -S *(U(Q/B) A K) which lifts i *: eg *Ker(d) -*
 7T *(TQ/B A K) and which, through dimension m, has the property that
 (81 * - d1 *) o a * = 0. Now by realizing this homomorphism of homotopy groups
 by a map of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra, a: Ker(d) -* U(Q/B) A K, the claim
 (and hence the lemma) is proved.

 We now gather some implications of Lemma 3.21 so that we may use them

 to complete the proof Lemma 3.17.

 Consider the map j: U(Q/B) A K -* (Q/B A K) V (TQ/B A K) given by
 the definition of U(Q/B) as the stable pull-back of A: TQ/B -* Q/B A MO and
 i: 9/B -* 9/B A MO. Let Im(j) c 7T*(Q/B A K) e 7*(TQ/B A K) be the
 image of the induced map in homotopy groups. (Note: These maps i and j are

 not related to the maps of the same name used in the proof of 3.21.)

 COROLLARY 3.24. The composition ker(1 - d1)* C ST * UQ/B A K
 Im j) is surjective.

 Proof Notice that by the proof of 3.16, the map j*: * U(Q/B) A K =

 H*U(Q/B) -H*(QH(/B) e H*(TQ/B) = *Q/B A K e * TQ/B A K is
 given by the composition j: H * U(Q/B) H * TQ/B - -1 H * Q/B i H * TQ/B,
 where j2 is the 2nd component of j * and 4D is the Thom isomorphism. Thus it is

 sufficient to show that the composition ker(6 -1)* c ST * UQ/B A K-- Im0j2)
 is surjective.
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 j 2
 Now by the exact sequence for the cofibration UQ/B A K

 TQ/B A K - Q/B A M AK we see that Im(j2) = ker(AL.) which is equal to
 ker d .. (This is true because by its definition, A factors through d: TQ/B A K
 -* K(V), and the inclusion 'r7*K(V) -* Q/B A M AK is monic.) 3.24 now
 follows immediately from 3.21.

 Our goal is to obtain a result analogous to 3.24 with r * U(Q/B) replacing

 'r *(UQ/B A K). (See 3.27 below.) To do this we introduce an intermediate

 space U'(Q/B) defined to be the pull-back for the diagram

 U'(Qlb) T(Qlb)

 Q/B Q/B A MO A K.

 Notice that we have the following obvious maps of pull-back squares

 (3.25)

 U(Q/B)-w TQ/B U'Q/B - TQ/B UQ/B A K- oTQ/B A K

 jI 15 =~-7+j jl I > IA
 Q/B - Q/B A MO Q/B i 'Q/B A MO A K Q/B A K -Q/B A MO A K

 where i1 is induced by the inclusion i: Q/B A MO -) Q/B A MO A K and i2
 is induced by the inclusions i: TQ/B -* TQ/B A K and i: Q/B -* Q/B A K.
 Notice that i2 oi = i: UQ/B -* U(Q/B) A K.

 Let j': U'(Q/B) -* Q/B V TQ/B be the map given by the definition of
 U'(Q/B) as a pull-back spectrum as above. Consider the image of the composite

 i j' = j ? i2: 7T*U'Q/B -*.7*(Q/B A K) E D7*(TQ/B A K).

 COROLLARY 3.26. The composition ker[(81-1)- i2]* q T*U'(Q/B)
 Im(j o i2) = Im(i j) is surjective.

 Proof This follows from 3.24 and a diagram chase using the long exact

 sequences in homotopy groups induced by the pull-back squares in (3.25).

 Now let j: U(Q/B) -* Q/B V TQ/B be the map given by the definition of
 U(Q/B) as a pull-back. Consider the image of the composite (i o i)* =

 (1o i)*: v7*UQ/B -* lQ/B A K @ rTQ/B A K. Our goal is to prove the
 following:

 PROPOSITION 3.27. The composition ker( 6 - d) c 7T * UQ/B
 Im(i 0 j)* = Im(j o i)* is surjective.

 Remark. Once we prove 3.27 our proof of Lemma 3.17 will be complete. To

 see this, recall that by our inductive assumptions, the class ee Ci mQ/B has the
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 property that I)*[e] E H.TQ/B is spherical. Hence by 3.16, E lifts to qmU(Q/B).
 Moreover, by the proof of 3.16 [e] + D*[e] E H*Q/B e3 H*T(Q/B) =
 '7*(Q/B A K) E '7T*(T(Q/B) A K) lies in the image of

 (i o j)*: -7T*UQ/B - qT* QB ET q*TQ/B

 '7T*((Q/3) A K) E q7*(TQ/i3 A K).
 By 3.27 we can therefore find an element y E ker(6* - * *) c 7T*U( Q/B) in
 the preimage of [e] + 4!*[E]. Since 8*(y) = d*(y), then by the factorization of d
 given in 3.20, 68(y) = (1 A v A l)G(E(*)) C T*(Q/B A U(BO) A K). By
 the pull-back property of the space Z, this means that y c 7TmU(Q/B) lifts to

 ,rmmZ. If TE E 'TmTQ/B is the projection of this class in v7*T(Q/B), then the
 above analysis shows that the space Z and the class TE E 7TmTQ/B satisfy
 properties 3.19k. This, as observed above, will complete the proof of 3.17.

 Proof of 3.27. This proposition will follow from 3.26, the fact that MO is

 Eilenberg-MacLane, and several diagram chases. We now describe this argument,

 leaving some of the details to the reader.

 Let C c 7T2(2 -'Q/B A MO A K) be the kernel of the homomorphism

 7T,(2-Q/13 A MO A K) T(2- QIB A BO+A MO A K)

 D* T*(QI3 A U(BO) A K),

 where D* is the connecting map in the long exact sequence coming from the

 pull-back square defining Q/B A U(BO) (and thus Q/B A U(BO) A K). Notice

 that since Q/B A U(BO) A K is Eilenberg-MacLane, the Hurewicz map

 h: T*(Q/B A U(BO) A K) -* H*(Q/B A U/BO) A K) is monic, and thus C
 is also the kernel of

 h o D* o (A- Ar): 7T*(21Q/B A MO A K)

 H*(Q/B A U(BO) A K).

 Now let K be the cofiber of the generator S?0 - K of 7roK = Z2, and let
 C 7*(2 - 'Q/B A MO A K) be the kernel of the composition

 h o D*o(A- Ar): T*(21Q/ A MO A K) T*(Q/I3 A U(BO) A K)

 H*(Q/B A U(BO) A K).

 An easy exercise using the fact that MO is Eilenberg-MacLane shows that the

 natural projection p: C -* C (induced by the projection K -- K) is surjective.
 Now notice that we have a cofibration sequence

 7 1Q/B A MO - 1Q/B A MO A K -* 1Q/B A MO A K,
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 and thus by diagram 3.25, we have an induced cofibration sequence

 U(Q/B) -* U'(Q/B) --* Y'Q/B A MO A K. If we let Im(C) c *U'Q/B be
 the image of C under the connecting map 7 * 2 -'Q/B A MO A K
 , * U'(Q/B) we then have the following commutative diagram:

 C

 Im(C) C

 ker[(81 --+)?2' P C C b :-'Q/B A MO A K,
 where p1 and P2 are both induced by the projection onto the cofiber

 U'(Q/B) -* 2-Q/B A MO A K of il: UQ/B -- U'(Q/B). Notice that since
 p is surjective, so are p1 and P2. Notice furthermore that by 3.26,
 ker[(81 - o i2] -+ Im(j o i2) is surjective, and that by a diagram chase, Im(C)
 lies in the kernel of this map. Because of these facts, the following is immediate.

 Claim. The composition ker(p2) -b ker[(81 - o i2] - + Im(jo i2) is
 surjective.

 To complete the proof of 3.27 notice that if x E ker(p2)

 ker[(81 - 81) o 2] + 7T*U'Q/B, then its projection to 7T*z -'Q/B A MO A K
 is given by p2(x) = 0. By the exact sequence for the cofibration sequence

 U(Q/B) U'(Q/B) -+ 2'Q/B A MO A K, there is an element
 x e 'i*U(Q/B) with i1*(x-) = x E g7*U'(Q/B). Now since

 (- ) = (81- ) ? i = (81 -D) ? i 2O ?i

 we have that (8 - )*(x-) = (81 - D) ? i2(x) = 0. Thus we have observed that
 every element in ker(p2) C 7T*U'(Q/B) is in the image of ker( - )* c
 7,*U(Q/B) under il. Now 3.27 follows from the claim. As proved above, this
 completes the proof of Lemma 3.17.

 We have now finished the proof of Lemma 3.15, and thereby, Proposition

 3.14, which in turn completes the inductive step in the proof of Theorem 3.5 in

 the case j > 0 and m - a(m) odd. We now study the case j = 0.

 In this case our goal is to construct a stable map q0: BO/Im -Q = Q that
 satisfies the following properties:

 1. q0 extends 40: BO/Im > Q.
 2. The composition BO/Im Q Pm BO/Im is homotopic to the iden-

 q0

 tity, and

 3. Fqo.(d .) E HmTQ is spherical.
 Now recall that Q was constructed out of the pull-back space P as

 Q = QUaDDm, where Q was defined to be the homotopy fiber of the composition
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 P -* BO/IM -- BO/Im/ BO/Im = stm, and a: Sm1 - Q was defined to be the
 composition a: Sm-1 '-- QSm -Q 9. By this construction and the fact that

 BO/IM is m-dimensional, an easy obstruction theoretic argument shows that it is
 sufficient to construct a stable map q: BO/Im - P satisfying the above condi-
 tions with P replacing Q, since the pair (P, Q) is m-connected.

 To do this, as argued above, it is sufficient to find a class E E 7m(U(P/h))
 lifting the sphere in the splitting U(B/B) Stm V I m-lM. Here P/B and B/B

 denote the cofibers of q: BO/Im -) P and BO/Im '- BO/In respectively.
 To construct E, recall from 3.4 that there is a stable lifting rm: BO/Im

 BO(m - a(m)) of p: BO/Im -- BO that extends Am: BO/Im -- BO(m - a(m)).
 Also there is a map of Thom spectra tm: MO/Im -- MO(m - a(m)) lifting Tp
 and extending Tpm- Now since H*BO(m - a(m)) -- H*BO is injective, the
 maps rm and tm must preserve the Thom isomorphism. Thus by 3.16 there is a
 class e' E amU(BO(m - a(m))/B) whose projection to 7TmU(BO/B) agrees with
 the projection of the sphere in the splitting U(B/B) Sm V Em- 'M to
 U(BO/B). Thus we will be done once we prove the following:

 LEMMA 3.28. The space U(P/B) has the m-dimensional stable homotopy

 type of the stable pull-back for the diagram

 U(P/B3) - U(B/B3)

 U(BO(m - (m))/B) U(BO/1).

 Proof The cofiber of the left hand vertical arrow is U(BO(m - a(m))/P),

 and of the right hand arrow is U(BO/B). We need to check that these cofibers

 have the same m-dimensional homotopy type.

 To see this, recall that since the maps p: BO/Il -> BO and
 BO(m - a((m)) -* BO are both m/2-connected, then the map P -+
 BO(m - a(m)) is also m/2-connected. Now the results of Section l.a imply that

 the induced maps of cofibers BO(m - ar(m))/P -* BO/BO/II and
 MO(m - a(m))/TP -* MO/MO/Im are therefore m-connected. Since these
 maps preserve the Thom isomorphism in cohomology, this implies that the

 induced map U(BO/(r - a(mr))/P) -* U(BO/BO/Im) is an m-equivalence.
 This proves 3.21.

 This then completes the inductive step in the proof of Theorem 3.5 in the

 case j = 0 and m - a(m) is odd, and hence the proof of 3.5 is complete when
 m - a(m) is odd.

 In the case when m - a(m) is even the added complication is that the fiber

 of the map q: BO/Im -- Q has one infinite homotopy group, namely
 m-a(m)- i(Y) = Z(2), the 2-local integers. (See the comments concerning g *( Y)
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 after the statement of 3.5.) This implies that we cannot modify Postnikov tower

 (3.6) SO that the fibers are products of K(Z2, n)'s in this dimension. Observe,
 however, that Theorem 3.5 only involves lifting an (m - 1)-dimensional homo-

 topy class, and for m - a(m) even, m - 1 > m - a(m). Thus this homotopy
 group represents no obstruction to carrying out the program described above for

 the case m - a(m) odd. We leave details to the interested reader.

 This completes our proof of 3.5, and therefore modulo the proof of Lemma

 2.10 which we provide in the next section, the proof of Lemma B (and hence the
 immersion conjecture) is now complete.

 4. Proof of Lemma 2.10

 We begin by restating (and renumbering) Lemma 2.10.

 THEOREM 4.1. There exists a collection of pairings

 J = {Mrm-r BO/Ir X BO/Im_ r BO/IM, r ? 1)

 that lift the maps p X p: BO/Ir X BO/Im-r -- BO, and which make the
 following diagrams homotopy commute:

 Xr X Xmr-r '- X m

 gr X gm-r g

 BO/Ir X BO/Im-r I* BO/Im.

 Proof This theorem is proved by induction on m. So assume its validity for

 integers < m. Our first step in proving 4.1 for the integer m is to study in detail

 the maps gr5 r < m, the pairings 7Trm-r5 and their Thom-ifications.
 Our first observation is that the homotopy associativity and commutativity

 of the collection of pairings p = { Pr, : Fr X F, * Frs,) imply certain associativ-
 ity and commutativity properties of the collection iT = { m - r: Xr X Xm - r
 Xmk). We describe these properties as follows:

 Define m-1

 DXm = HI Xr x Xm_r5 and
 r=1

 CXm = H Xi X X jX Xk H DXmX
 i+j+k=m
 i,j,k>O

 We can define two maps, Lx, Rx: CXm -* DXm in the following mnanner.

 When restricted to Xi x X X Xk, Lx is defined to be zr2i X 1: (Xi x Xi) X
 Xk -X*> x Xk <-e DXM. Also, Rx is defined to be

 1 x Tj, k: Xi X (X1 x Xk) -X x X Xj+k ' DXm*
 When restricted to DXM '- CX , Lx is defined to be the identity map. When
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 restricted to components of Xr X XS--+ DXm of the form (Ma, X Fr-ll) X
 (MV X Fs-1v) with either 0 < oij < r or lvi < s, RX is defined to be the
 "switch" map

 (M~ X Frigl) x(MrX X Fs-1v3) (Ma X Fs-lvi) X(M x Fr(Mv ,)

 Xs+lwl-ll X Xr+lvl-lwl DXM

 On the components Fr X MV with lvi = s, RX is the switch map, Fr X MP
 MP X Fr '- Xs x Xr - DXm. On all other components of Xr X XS '+ DXM5 Rx
 is defined to be the identity.

 The associativity and commutativity properties of 7T referred to above can

 be stated by saying that the two compositions

 7T ? LX and 7T o RX CXm DXM Xm
 are homotopic.

 Let E(X) be the homotopy co-equalizer (i.e., mapping torus) of LX and RX.
 Then

 E(X) = DXm U CXm X I/

 where if (z, t) E CXm X I then we make the identification (z, 0) - Lx(z), and

 (z, 1) - Rx(z). Let r: DXm - E(X) be the inclusion. Then there is a canonical
 homotopy between r o LX and r o Rx. Notice that since 7T o LX = ST o Rx, we
 therefore have a map h: E(X) fXm that extends r: DXm > Xm. Moreover,
 the map h has a section jr: Xm E(X) defined as follows:

 Consider the inclusion j: Xm '- DXm defined on the components of the

 form M., X Fmljwi, 1wj < m, to be the inclusion

 M, X Fm-lwl --, X X Xmic^,i DXM.

 On the components of the form M., o1 i I = m, j is defined as follows. Recall that

 U. c Xm with I c = m implies that M,, is decomposable. Say M,, =
 M x * x Mi with i1 < ... < i, and each Mi indecomposable. Write

 M Mil X Ma,,. Then the restriction of j to M is the inclusion

 MW Mil x May Xil xWl,, I D M.
 Finally jr: km -- E(X) is defined to be the composition Xm M DXm -) E(X). r

 Clearly h o jr is homotopic to the identity.

 LEMMA 4.2. The following diagram homotopy commutes:

 q7

 DXm a Xm

 E(X).

 Proof We first show that ir o T and r are homotopic when restricted to a
 component of the form (Mr. X Fk_ -I ) X (MV X Fm- k -IvI) C Xk X Xm-k C DXm.
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 Now since r: DXm -* E(X) equalizes Lx and Rx the restriction of r to this
 space is homotopic to the restriction of r to this space thought of as a component

 of X11 x Xm-I(0I c DXM via the inclusion

 M X Fk-lwl X Mv X Fm-k-lv'-* Xjwl X Xk-lwl X X X Xmk-IjI

 1'* XP X Xm-101

 By the homotopy commutativity and associativity of 7T, this is homotopic to the

 composition

 M(O X Fk-ll X Mv XFm-k-Ivl M, X MV X Fk-lSl XFm-k-In1

 o PI X Xlvi X Xk-11l X Xm-k-Ivl

 XPI* X XIvI X XmI(0HvI l** XPI(0 X Xm-k-jj -- E(X).

 But again, since r equalizes Lx and Rx this is homotopic to the composition

 MW XFk-lwl X Mv XFm-k-l(l Mw X Mv X Fk-lwl X Fm-k-lvI

 ' PIrl X XIVI X Xk-ll X Xm-k-IvI

 Xlw +vl X Xm -lv 1(01 E(X).

 Now by a check of definitions, this last composition is the restriction of

 ir o '7 to this space. The verification that r and jr ? '7 are homotopic maps when
 restricted to the other components of DXm is done in the same way and is left to
 the reader.

 We will now study the homotopy type of the Thom spectra of some of these
 spaces.

 Let Dm = Hm LBO/Ir x BO/Im-r. The map gr X gmr: Xr X Xm-r

 BO/Ir X BO/Im-r defines a map g: DXm > Dm.
 Let R and L be maps CXm > Dm defined to be the compositions g o Rx

 and g o Lx respectively. Finally define E(B) to be the mapping torus of R and
 L. We then have a canonical map of mapping tori e(g): E(X) -- E(B) that

 extends g: DXm > Dm.
 Now let Muo: Dm -* BO be defined via the product maps p X p: BO/Ir x

 BO/Im-r -- BO. It is clear that the two compositions A 0 o R and ju o L from
 C(Xm) to BO are homotopic and hence luo extends to a map e(ju0): E(B) BO.
 Let TE(B) and TE(X) be the associated Thom spectra.

 Finally, let D(a): TDm -* TDXm be the splitting of Tg: TDXm TDm

 defined by the splittings or A am-r: MO/Ir A MQImr TXr A TXm~ r 'e
 TDXm.
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 LEMMA 4.3. There is a map of spectra E(a): TE(B) -* TE(X) making the
 following diagram homotopy commute:

 TDm 'TE (B)
 |D(() |E(a)

 TDXM TE(X)

 Proof Consider the self map of Thom spectra C(a): TCXm TCXm de-
 fined via the compositions

 TXi A TX1 A T )M?II A MO/II A MO/Ik
 kTg A Tg A Tg

 -a~+TX- A TXa A TXk T+ TCXm*
 aAaAa

 By our inductive assumption about the maps Tg and a, one can, by a simple

 check of the definitions, verify that the following diagram homotopy commutes:

 TL

 TCXm *TDm
 TR

 (4 .4) C(Ua) D(a )
 TLX

 TCX~- Dm
 TR x

 Now since homotopy co-equalizers (mapping tori) are preserved under

 passing to Thom spectra, the homotopy commutativity of this diagram allows us

 to find a map E(a): TE(B) -, TE(X) of mapping tori that extends D(a).
 We now continue our proof of Theorem 4.1. To do this consider the tower of

 fibrations converging to BO/Im given in Theorem 2.5:

 BO/I B. B1 -*** -* BO =BO
 I Ki Ki

 Ki K1

 (The k-invariant spaces Ki are called K' in 2.5.)
 Let puo: Dm -* BO = BO be the map defined above. As observed earlier

 AO o R and lio o L are homotopic maps from CXm to BO.
 Inductively assume there is a map jui - 1: Dm - Bi_1 that lifts ,JU and so that

 A i0 oR and ui-L1 o L are homotopic.
 Let g(i -1): km - Bi-1 be the composition

 g(-L) J: m DX m -Dm Bi L -.
 9 g ti-1
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 Since Mii o R is homotopic to ILi0 oL, then by Lemma 4.2 the following
 diagram homotopy commutes:

 DXm M

 Dm Bi.-1

 Thus to prove Theorem 4.1 it suffices to complete the inductive step. We

 therefore now proceed to construct an appropriate lifting Mi: Dm * Bi.
 For Y one of the spaces Dm, DXM, CXM, or XM, let PY -- Y be the

 pull-back of the fibration Bi -* Bi - 1 over the map Y -Bi 1. Observe that all of
 the spaces Y in question are quasi-normal of dimension m and thus the fibrations

 PY -- Y are trivial fibrations with fiber QKi. Our goal is to carefully choose
 trivializations so as to obtain sections Y -- PY so that the composition
 IL: Dn -- PDn -- Bi satisfies pi o R -i o L.

 Now since the maps 7T o LX and 7T o Rx; CXm > DXm > Xm are homo-
 topic, we have maps of fibrations

 PRx and PLx: PCXm > PDXm, and

 PZT: PDXm > PXm

 that cover Rx, Lxx and 7T respectively, and so that the compositions P7T o PRX
 and Pgr o PLx are homotopic.

 Define PE(X) to be the mapping torus of PRx and PLx: PCXm > PDXm,
 so that there is a map Ph: PE(X) -* PXM that extends P'T: PDXM * PXACM.

 By the pull-back properties of these spaces we can find maps of these
 fibrations so that the following diagram homotopy commutes:

 PI7

 PRX ___

 PCXm PDXm EX ~ ~
 (4 .5) PLX jPg(L)i -,

 = ~~ ~~P9 Pe(g)/

 PCXM *PDm a PE(B) PB)i-1).
 PL

 Here PR and PL are defined to be Pg o PRx and Pg o PLx respectively, and
 PE(B) is defined to be the mapping torus of PR and PL.
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 326 RALPH L. COHEN

 COROLLARY 4.6. Let Y be any space and f1: PDm - Y and f2: PXm Y
 any maps such that the following diagram homotopy commutes:

 P7r

 PDXm - PXm

 Pg f2

 PDm I.Y

 Then fi o PR and fi o PL: PCXm PDm Y are homotopic maps.

 Proof This follows by the commutativity of diagram (4.5) and the mapping

 torus properties of PE( X).

 We will use this, and the following last bit of technical machinery to prove

 Theorem 4. 1.

 LEMMA 4.7. The pull back fibrations PDm Dm and PXm > XM have
 trivializations a: PXm - Ki and /3: PDm K i so that the following diagram
 homotopy commutes:

 P7r

 PP9
 PDXm s~PXm

 PDm a

 Proof As mentioned above, the pull-back fibration PXm Xm is trivial

 with fiber i2Ki. We make a careful choice of trivialization a: PXm -* i2Ki as
 follows. Let S1 - H*(PDXm) be the kernel of Pg*: H*(PDXm) -* H*(PDm).
 Let S2 H*(PXm) be the image of S1 under P-r7*: H*PDXm -* H*PXm. Thus
 S1 and S2 are sub-A*-comodules of H* PDXm and H* PXm respectively.

 We let a: PXm --* 2Ki be any trivialization so that in homology, a* is
 trivial on S2 C H*PXm. To see that we can find such a trivialization, it is
 sufficient to prove that the image of the inclusion H*(9i2K ) -* H* PXm intersects
 S2 trivially (i.e., the intersection is zero). Even stronger, by the definition of S2. it
 is sufficient to show that the image of the inclusion of the homology of the fiber

 H*(i2Kj) -* H*(PDXm) intersects S1 trivially. But by the definition of S1 this
 will be true if and only if the pull-back fibration PDm -* Dm is trivial. This,
 however, was observed above. Thus we can find such a trivialization a: PXM

 QKi.
 PST* a*

 Notice that since the composition S1 + H*PDXm H*PXM H*(2Ki)
 P*gi

 is zero, the fact that the sequence 0 --+S --+ H*PDXM -- H*PDm --) 0 is an
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 exact sequence of A*-comodules, implies that there is a map /8: PDm 5-* 2K2
 making the diagram in the statement of 4.7 homotopy commute.

 We now complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.

 Let a: PXm -* i2Ki and 13: PDm 5-* i2Kj be trivializations as in 4.7. By
 Corollary 4.6 the compositions f o PR: PCXm PDm -* i2Ki and

 J oPL: PCXM PDm - Ki
 are homotopic trivializations. Therefore with respect to these trivializations, the

 maps PR and PL are given (up to homotopy) as

 RXL

 CXM Q~iLxli mxQi

 These trivializations therefore induce sections s: Dm -* PDm and s,: CXm
 PCXm so that the following diagram homotopy commutes:

 PL

 PCX ' m
 j PR

 m R 0 Dm.

 Define IL: Dm Bi to be the composition

 IL : Dm PDm -p Bi

 We need to show that the composites pi o R and pi o L are homotopic.
 By the commutativity of this diagram ILiR = P(IL )osoR R

 P(i-) o PR 0 -. Similarly pi o L = P(iL 1) F PL o s. Now by the commutativity
 of diagram (4.5), P(I 1) oPR and P(i_ -1) o PL factor as Pg(i -l1) o P-r o PRx
 and Pg([tj-1) o P-7 0 PLx respectively. But since P-7 0 RX and P-7 ? LX are
 homotopic so, therefore, are pi o R and pi o L.

 This completes the inductive step in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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